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A bstr a c t

Automatic speaker recognition uses a person’s voice as a means of identifying
them. It has many practical applications, particularly in the area of security
systems.

The thesis investigates the application of neural networks (both

classifying and predicting) to the problem, as well as offering a new alternative
to the current wide-band approach to speaker recognition.
As part of the work, a new method of ranking a speaker’s impostors is
presented.

It involves creating a vector quantisation (VQ) model for each

potential impostor and testing this impostor model against the genuine speaker’s
VQ model. The ranking of these model vs. model scores is indicative of the final
ranking of the impostors, as determined by the test results. Previous methods
of ranking impostors required testing the genuine speaker model with every
impostor’s training utterances, which requires considerably more computation
than this new method which only needs one test per impostor.
Impostor ranking has potential applications in score normalisation for models
which don’t use discriminative training. Such models include predictive neural
networks (PNN) and vector quantisation, which both produce a score which is the
distance of the test utterance from the model. These scores may be normalised
by comparing them to a distance from an anti-speaker model. Using the model
vs. model impostor ranking, a cohort of impostors may be selected for each
speaker to represent the anti-speaker model. A normalisation method, based on
cohorts of these ranked impostors, markedly improved the verification error rates
of distance models for both text-dependent and text-independent conditions.
Further reductions in error rates may be achieved through the use of informa
tion complementary to the linear prediction cepstrum coefficients (LPCC). When
the scores from a recogniser based on the LP residual are used in conjunction with
those from an LPCC recogniser they lead to a drop in the identification error rate.

m

This concept of combining results from recognisers which focus on comple
mentary areas of the speech signal is further developed in an approach known
as sub-band processing. The sub-band processing implemented for this work is
new to the field of automatic speaker recognition. It focuses on different regions
of the speech signal by splitting it into 16 sub-bands based on the mel-scale,
each with its own dedicated recogniser. The individual sub-bands emphasise the
spectral properties of the band-limited frequency ranges, and this is reflected in
the make-up of the cepstral coefficients for each sub-band. This provides a more
detailed model of the speaker than the wide-band approach, which uses a single
model to cover all frequencies. The final score for a test utterance is determined
by combining the scores from the different sub-bands. The sub-band process
ing approach made significant improvements on the error rates of the wide-band
system.
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C h apter

1

In t r o d u c t io n

1 .1

W h y a u to m a te sp eak er reco g n itio n ?

For over a quarter of a century, there has been considerable interest in the
use of speech as a means of recognising a person or confirming their identity
(Furui, 1994). If anything, this interest has increased with the recent advances
in computing power and the application of techniques, such as hidden Markov
models (HMM) and artificial neural networks (ANN), to the speaker recognition
problem (Furui, 1997).
There are two main reasons for this interest in automating speaker recognition.
The first is man’s perpetual desire to see if he can duplicate or better human
performance through automation (Atal, 1976). In the case of speaker recognition,
it is to develop a computerised system that can recognise a person from their voice
with equal or greater accuracy than a human. While it may be true that speaker
recognition systems have come a long way towards this goal, they are a lot more
susceptible to the variations inherent in the human voice which humans find easier
to accommodate. This limitation has proved to be the greatest stumbling block
to their success (Rosenberg and Soong, 1992a).
The second reason for automating speaker recognition is more practical, as it
involves the application of the technology to real-world situations (Doddington,
1985). Speech-based interfaces are seen as a viable proposition for the future, and
speaker recognition (along with speech recognition) comprises an integral part of
that interface (Furui, 1995). In particular, speaker recognition has a role to play
in security applications where the identity of a user has to be confirmed with the
utmost certainty.
1
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The reason for choosing a person’s voice as a means of identification is that it is
considered to be a biometric identifier (Doddington, 1985). A biometric identifier
is a characteristic that is supposed to be intrinsic and unique to a person and, as
such, should not be reproducible by anyone else. Examples of biometric identifiers
are fingerprints, retinal patterns and DNA. Biometric identifiers benefit from the
fact that the person to be identified doesn’t have to carry a card or a key that
can be duplicated or stolen. Furthermore, a biometric identifier doesn’t have to
be remembered like a personal identity number (PIN) for an automatic teller
machine (ATM) card.
Although a popular choice as a potential identifier, the extent to which a
person’s voice is a good biometric identifier is still open to question.

DNA,

fingerprints and retinal patterns are not susceptible to colds, laryngitis or
emotional stress. However, speech by its very nature is variable and susceptible
to many influencing factors. There are always differences between a speaker’s
repetitions of a word. This is particularly true if there are time lapses of a
month or more between the repetitions (Furui, 1974; Furui, 1986). Furthermore,
the prime purpose of speech is to convey a message, not the identity of the
messenger (Rosenberg and Soong, 1992a). In addition to the speaker’s message,
speech also carries information about their identity, their language, their accent,
as well as their emotional and physical state. As this information is secondary
to the message being conveyed, it is difficult to determine it from the speech
waveform. The message and the speaker’s characteristics are non-linearly and
inter-dependently encoded in the speech waveform (Furui, 1986). As yet, it is
impossible to extract the characteristics that totally determine a person’s voice
from their speech waveform.

1 .2

Speaker reco g n itio n

The speaker recognition task can be divided into two main categories: textdependent recognition and text-independent recognition.

These two tasks

may, in turn, be either a case of verification or identification.

The success

of a speaker recognition system depends on which task is being undertaken
(Atal, 1976; Doddington, 1985; O’Shaughnessy, 1987). (In this work, the term
utterance refers to the recorded speech signal, rather than its content.)
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In text-dependent (TD) speaker recognition, it is assumed that the speaker
wishes to be recognised. The test utterance is predetermined and the speaker’s
model is dedicated to modelling the speaker for that utterance only.

This

definition comes from Rosenberg and Soong (1992a) where, in text-dependent
tests, the content of the training and test utterances is the same. This is most
often the case in security applications where a person may identify themselves,
using their voice, to obtain security clearance or authorisation for a transaction.
Some common examples of security applications are voice-activated locks, access
to restricted computer data and voice verification for telephone-banking and ATM
transactions.
Text-independent (TI) recognition differs from text-dependent speaker recog
nition in that there are no constraints on the speaker’s vocabulary. The speaker
is free to say whatever they like and in whatever manner they like. In this
case the content of the training and test utterances is different (Rosenberg and
Soong, 1992a). This means that the text-independent model must encompass
the way the speaker says a variety of sounds, rather than concentrating on a
particular word or words as in the text-dependent case. The possible applica
tions for text-independent speaker recognition include forensic use, classification
of intelligence data and passive security applications through voice monitoring
(Doddington, 1985).
The term text-independent has also been used by Rosenberg and Soong (1987)
and Yu, Mason and Oglesby (1995) for tests where the speaker model was trained
with a set of digits and then tested using one of the digits. In this case the
test word is one of the words used to train the model. This definition of textindependent does not apply to this work.
Since text-dependent speaker recognition models the speaker for predeter
mined phrases only, it has (in general) lower error rates than text-independent
speaker recognition which must model the speaker’s characteristics for a variety
of speech sounds. However, in text-independent speaker recognition there are
often longer utterances to analyse, and this increase in the information presented
aids recognition (Doddington, 1985).
Text-dependent and text-independent speaker recognition can be divided
into two categories: verification and identification. In speaker verification, the
objective is to confirm a person’s identity using their voice. This is the case when
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someone uses a card or access code, that they alone should possess, and are asked
to confirm their identity by using a special password. In this situation it is a true
or false scenario because there are only two possible outcomes: either it is the
claimed speaker or an impostor.
In closed-set speaker identification, the task is to identify the speaker as one
of N possible speakers, in which case there are N possible outcomes. A possible
identification task would be to match a criminal’s voice with one from a list of
suspects or to determine which actor from a cast is speaking. As the number of
speakers increases, the likelihood of making a false identification also increases.
For this reason, speaker identification for a large population is more difficult than
verification. If there is also the possibility that the speaker comes from outside
the group (known as open-set speaker identification), there are (N -1-1) possible
outcomes, further increasing the chances of a false identification.
In this work, the speaker whose identity is being claimed in speaker verification
will be referred to as the genuine speaker. Speakers other than the genuine speaker
will be referred to as impostors. Since no presumption about identity is made in
speaker identification, the genuine speaker is the speaker who actually said the
utterance and every other speaker is an impostor.
As both text-dependent and text-independent speaker recognition are relevant
to real-world applications, they are both studied in this work. Likewise, both
speaker verification and speaker identification have different applications and so
they too are considered throughout the thesis.

1 .3

T h esis O u tlin e

The thesis starts by investigating the application of artificial neural networks to
the task of automatic speaker recognition. This led to the development of a novel
means of ranking a speaker’s impostors based on VQ model vs. model scores.
These rankings were then used to select impostors for a score normalisation
method which improved error rates for both VQ and PNN recognition systems.
The similar error rates of the PNN and VQ systems raised the question of
whether further improvement in performance might be achieved through varying
the feature set rather than the recogniser itself. Initial tests combined the scores
from LP- and LP residual-based recognisers. However, a more successful approach
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was found in sub-band processing. In a implementation previously untried for
automatic speaker recognition, the speech signal was split into 16 channels, and
each sub-band was modelled separately. The scores from the individual sub
bands were then combined to give a final score. This provided a more detailed
speaker model, which was reflected in the improved performance of the sub-band
processing system in comparison to the wide-band recognition system.

1 .4

T h esis stru ctu re

The layout of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 covers the in-house and

British Telecom (BT) Millar text-dependent speaker recognition databases and
the text-independent TIMIT database. Chapter 3 reviews the speaker recognition
methods that were used for the experiments, as well as the error measurements
used to assess the performance of speaker recognition systems. Chapter 4 covers
the experiments that were carried out on the in-house database using classifying
neural networks. Chapter 5 describes the investigation of several methods of
normalising scores for speaker verification. The results of the best normalisation,
for both the text-dependent and text-independent databases, are presented in
Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 returns to the use of artificial neural networks, by testing the
text-dependent and text-independent databases with predictive neural networks.
Chapter 8 investigates using a recognition system based on the LP residual in
conjunction with an LPCC-based recogniser. Chapter 9 deals with sub-band
processing, which uses several recognisers in parallel to model a speaker. Finally,
Chapter 10 discusses the implications of the research and suggests further work
that might be carried out.

1 .5

S u m m ary

This chapter has given a brief introduction to the field of automatic speaker
recognition and the reasons why it is relevant to practical applications. It has
also classified various types of speaker recognition situations and how they affect
the success of the system. Finally it has presented an outline of the structure of
the thesis.

C

S

h a p t e r

p e a k e r

2 .1

2

d a t a b a s e s

In tro d u ctio n

At the start of the work, a text-dependent database with multiple recording
sessions and sufficient repetitions per session could not be found.

For this

reason it was decided to construct a small database, referred to as the in-house
database, which was used for the initial artificial neural network experiments.
However, approximately 15 months into the work a suitable text-dependent
speaker recognition database was obtained from British Telecom (BT), which
was used for the majority of text-dependent experiments. This database, called
the Millar database, has also been used by other researchers in the field of
speaker recognition (Yu et al., 1995). The TIMIT database, which has been
widely used in the area of text-independent speaker recognition (Artieres and
Gallinari, 1993; Besacier and Bonastre, 1997; Fredrickson and Tarassenko, 1995;
Hattori, 1992), was obtained for the text-independent experiments. This chapter
starts by describing how the speech was parametrised and then gives the details
of each database.

2 .2

S p eech p a ram etrisa tio n

The most common feature sets for automatic speaker recognition are linear
prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC) and their temporal derivatives (Furui,
1997), and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) (Davis and Mermelstein,
1980). In a series of experiments comparing the robustness of various feature sets,
Reynolds (1994) concluded that there was little to choose between the LPCC
6
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and MFCC feature sets and that the channel compensation technique used is
more important. For the majority of experiments carried out in this work, linear
prediction cepstral coefficients were used to parametrise the utterances.
Unless otherwise specified, all utterances from all databases were parametrised
in the same way, with 12th order linear prediction cepstral coefficients.

An

analysis frame of 20 ms, Hamming windowed and overlapping by 50%, was
used.

The 12th order linear predictor coefficients were generated using the

autocorrelation method (Rabiner and Schafer, 1978). These were then used to
create cepstral coefficients via the recursion described by Atal (1974), which is
given in Appendix A.

2 .3

D a ta b a se co n sid era tio n s

There are several considerations to be taken into account when constructing a
text-dependent speaker database. The choice of words used is crucial, as it will
have a major influence on the results of any experiments (Hannah, Sapeluk,
Damper and Roger, 1993a). To get reasonable results, words should be chosen
that offer suitable variation between speakers. The longer a word is, and the
more vowel sounds it contains, the better (Sambur, 1974). Sambur also found
that nasals were a rich source of recognition information. For this reason a long
word, “Allenwood”, which has both vowel and nasal sounds, was chosen.
Another factor in designing and recording a database is to ensure that
there are enough repetitions of each utterance. The database needs to contain
utterances for both training and testing a speaker recognition system. W ithout
enough utterances from the claimed speaker to test a system, the results will not
be statistically significant.
Temporal variation is also crucial in speaker recognition. The human voice
changes over time and it takes at least several recording sessions, spread over
several months, to encompass all its variations (Furui, 1974; Furui, 1986).
Finally, it is desirable to select speakers who have similar accents and rhythms
in their speaking manner, so that they will be quite likely to ‘impersonate’ each
other, which should make the tests more rigorous.
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In -h o u se d atab ase

The in-house speaker database consisted of 20 male speakers with similar accents,
saying “Allenwood” 20 times. The utterances were recorded over two sessions,
approximately one month apart, in order to incorporate some temporal variation.
The speech was recorded with a 16-bit A/D card at a sampling rate of 16 kHz,
with a sixth-order low-pass filter to prevent aliasing. The recordings were made in
a quiet laboratory. Each speaker’s utterances were saved as integers in a binary
file ( .id f) (Hannah, 1997) with the name spXuY.idf where X stands for the
speaker number and Y stands for the utterance number, e.g. sp9u20. id f would
be the 20th utterance for speaker 9. Each utterance had its end-points located by
hand. Finally, as

M

a tla b

software would be used for all experiments, the files

were converted from the .id f format to

M

a tla b

format files. Each utterance

was parametrised using LPCC as described in section 2.2.

2 .5

B T M illar d atab ase

The BT Millar database is a text-dependent speaker recognition database. It
consists of 46 male and 14 female native English speakers saying the words one
to nine, zero, nought and oh 25 times each. The words were recorded in 5 sessions
spaced out over 3 months. At each session the speaker was prompted visually to
say the words in a random order.
The recordings were made in a quiet environment using a high-quality
microphone. The speech was digitally recorded at a sampling rate of 20 kHz
with a 16-bit A/D converter. As well as the 20 kHz recording, the database was
also made available at an 8 kHz sampling rate. In this version, the speech had
been bandpassed to telephone quality and then downsampled to 8 kHz. Only the
8 kHz version was used in the experiments.
Each of the recordings had a file header which gave the speaker’s name, age
and sex, as well as details about the time, quality and content of the recording.
Rough start and end points for each utterance were also provided. However, these
endpoints were neither consistent nor accurate enough for our purposes. In many
cases the endpoints cut off the start or end of a word, and it was deemed better
to have some silence at either end of a word than to remove part of the word.
To correct this, an endpoint detection algorithm (based on Rabiner and Sambur
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(1975)) was implemented and used on all 18,000 files in the database.
The BT Millar database was much better suited to the text-dependent tests
than the in-house database. It had a range of 12 words, there were sufficient
repetitions of each word and, most importantly, the utterances were recorded
over several sessions.
For the majority of the work carried out, 31 male speakers of the same agegroup and the words one to nine and zero were used for experiments. A restricted
database used for some later tests is described in section 8.3. (The exact make
up of each speaker set may be found in Appendix B.)

Each utterance was

parametrised, after endpointing, using LPCC as described in section 2.2.
Typical training data for this database are the 10 repetitions from the first
2 recording sessions, with the 15 repetitions from the final 3 sessions being used
for testing. Using test utterances from later recording sessions is important, as in
a practical speaker recognition system there would be some time-lapse between
training and testing the speaker model (Rosenberg and Soong, 1992a). This setup
was used for nearly all experiments, with the exception of some temporal variation
experiments where it was desirable to create a speaker model using utterances
taken from all 5 recording sessions.

2 .6

T IM IT d atab a se

The DARPA TIMIT database is one of the most widely used text-independent
speaker-recognition databases. It consists of 630 speakers of American English
each saying 10 sentences. The speakers were grouped into 8 regional dialects.
The sentences consisted of 2 dialect sentences (SA), 5 phonetically compact sen
tences (SX) and 3 phonetically diverse sentences (SI). There were 450 phoneti
cally compact and 1890 phonetically diverse sentences in total. The TIMIT sen
tences were recorded at 20 kHz, in a quiet recording booth using a high quality
microphone. The recordings were later down-sampled to 16 kHz before storage.
There was no need to endpoint the sentences as this had already been done. Each
sentence was parametrised using LPCC as described in section 2.2.
A subset of 24 male and 14 female speakers from a single region was used for
the experiments. (A list of the speakers used may be found in Appendix B.) In
general, the SA and SX sentences are used for training and the SI sentences for
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testing (Fredrickson and Tarassenko, 1995). However, for some experiments only
the SX sentences were used for training, with both the SA and SI sentences used
for testing (Artieres and Gallinari, 1993). Using the SA sentences for testing is
similar to a text-dependent test, as each speaker says the same phrase, whereas
in conventional text-independent tests each speaker says something different.

2 .7

S u m m ary

The reasons for creating the in-house database and the method by which it was
collected have been outlined. The details of the BT database and the textindependent TIMIT database were also given. The next chapter describes the
speaker recognition methods used in the experiments and the error measurements
used to evaluate their performance.

C

h a p t e r

M

e t h o d s

3 .1

3

a n d

e v a l u a t io n

In tro d u ctio n

Having explained the task of automating speaker recognition in Chapter 1
and described the speaker recognition databases and their parametrisation in
Chapter 2, the means of modelling the speaker must now be dealt with. First
of all, the importance of thresholds for speaker verification is mentioned, then
the difference between the scores generated by classifying and distance models
is explained. Then the methods by which these models were implemented for
the experiments are given. Finally, the error rates used to measure recognition
performance are explained.

3 .2

S e ttin g a th resh o ld for verifica tio n

In conventional speaker verification, the test utterance is only presented to the
genuine speaker model (Rosenberg and Soong, 1992a). To determine if it is a
genuine speaker utterance or not, the score must be compared with a threshold.
The setting of this threshold, so as to minimise the overall error rates, is one of
the major problems in automatic speaker verification (Furui, 1981).
In closed-set speaker identification, the test utterance is presented to all
models. The model with the best score determines the identity of the speaker.
The score from any model is not taken in isolation, but compared to the scores
from every other model, so there is no need to set a threshold.
A threshold may be set a priori (i.e. before the tests are run) or a posteriori
(i.e. after the tests have been completed). If the threshold is set a posteriori,
11
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when all the results have been collected, it may be optimised to reduce the overall
error rate. This would not be possible, however, in a practical speaker recognition
system, where the threshold would have to be set a priori because the test results
are unavailable. The problem with setting the threshold a priori is that it has
to be based on the training data, and this may not be a reliable indicator of the
test data (Rosenberg, DeLong, Lee, Juang and Soong, 1992b).

3 .3

C lassifyin g an d d ista n ce m o d els

There are two main types of model used in speaker recognition: the classifying
model and the distance model. In this work, the terms classifying model and
distance model refer to the data used to create the model, the training method
and the score generated by the model.
A classifying model refers to a model that is trained to discriminate between
genuine speaker and impostor utterances. It uses genuine speaker and impostor
information in the creation of the model, and calculates the likelihood of the test
utterance belonging to the speaker model.
A distance model refers to a model that is trained using only genuine speaker
information, and generates a score that is a geometric distance between the
test utterance and the model. This means that the classifying model tries to
incorporate information about both intra- and inter-speaker variation, whereas
the distance model is concerned only with modelling intra-speaker variation.
The term intra-speaker variation refers to the variation in a speaker’s way of
saying an utterance from one instant to the next. Doddington (1985) gives an
example of 5 spectrograms from the same speaker saying the same word which
show considerable variation from utterance to utterance. Rosenberg and Soong
(1992a) found that utterances from a single recording session are more highly
correlated than those from separate recording sessions. So although a speaker
never says a word the same way twice, utterances from a single recording session
are more similar to each other than utterances from other recording sessions.
Furui (1974) found that it took recordings over 3 months to encompass the long
term variations in a speaker’s voice.
Inter-speaker variation for a particular word refers to the variation between
speakers in how they say that word. In speaker recognition, it is desirable to
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emphasise the variation between the speaker to be recognised and the other
speakers.

As an example of inter-speaker variation, Doddington (1985) has

examples of identical twins who sound very similar to each other, but whose
spectrograms show major differences from each other.
The classifying model returns a score which is the probability of the test
utterance belonging to the speaker modelled. A distance model returns a score
which is a measure of the geometric distance (c.f. section 3.5) between the test
utterance and the speaker model. This score must be either compared with other
model scores (for identification) or with a threshold (for verification) before the
distance can be quantified as being close to or far from the model.
For a basic distance model, choosing the model to which an utterance is
closest using the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936) is tantamount to
choosing the maximum likelihood class (Deller, Proakis and Hansen, 1993). The
Mahalanobis distance is based on the inverse of the covariance matrix for the
individual cepstral coefficients for each speaker. A simpler approach is that of
Tohkura (1986), which uses the inverse variance of each coefficient rather than
the covariance matrix. However, both of these schemes require data other than
that used to train the original model.
In this work, the classifying model was implemented using classifying neural
networks, and the distance models using predictive neural networks and vector
quantisation.

3 .4

A rtificial n eu ral n etw ork s

Two different neural network architectures were applied to the text-dependent
speaker recognition problem: the back-propagation (BP) neural network and the
radial basis function (RBF) neural network. Both networks are described in detail
in Hay kin (1994). A detailed account of the role of artificial neural networks in
speaker recognition is given in Bennani and Gallinari (1994).

3.4.1

B ack-propagation artificial neural network

The multi-layer perceptron architecture using the back-propagation learning
algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1986) is one of the most widelyused neural networks. It commonly consists of three layers of processing units:
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an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The hidden and output layers
have a non-linear tank or sigmoid activation function. The back-propagation
learning algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm that uses two passes through
the network to calculate the change in network weights. In the forward pass, the
weights are fixed and the input vector is propagated through the network to
produce an output. An output error is calculated from the difference between
actual output and the desired output. This is then propagated backwards through
the network making changes to the weights as required.

3.4.2

R adial basis function artificial neural network

The radial basis function neural network (Moody and Darken, 1989) has both
a supervised and unsupervised learning component. As with the more common
back-propagation network, it is a three-layer network. The hidden layer of the
RBF network is a series of ‘centres’ in the input data space. Each of these centres
has an activation function, typically a Gaussian function. The activation of the
centre depends on the distance between the presented input vector and the centre.
The further a vector is from a centre the lower the activation of the centre and
vice versa. The generation of the centres and their widths is generally done using
an unsupervised A;-means clustering algorithm. The centres and widths created
by this algorithm then form the weights and biases of the hidden layer, which
remain unchanged once the clustering has been done. The output layer is trained
using the back-propagation learning rule.

3.4.3

P redictive and classifying neural networks

Both BP and RBF networks may be used for classifying and predicting. In the
case of a classifier, the network is presented with examples from the classes to
be identified. In speaker recognition there are two classes - the genuine speaker
and an impostor. The network is trained to classify the input patterns into either
genuine or impostor classes. A typical ideal output would be [+1 —1] for the
genuine speaker and [—1 +1] for an impostor. Naturally the values would vary
between these extremes as some test patterns would be of uncertain origin. The
most important aspect of classifying networks is the training data. If the training
data are not representative of the test data set, then the network may generalise
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badly, and thus misclassify the test data.
In a predictive neural network, the network is trained to predict samples from
a series based on previous samples of the series. In learning to predict future
samples of the system from previous samples, the network attempts to model
the underlying function of the series. In the case of speaker recognition, the
network models the particular speaking manner of the speaker (Hattori, 1992).
Then, when the network is presented with samples from the genuine speaker’s
utterance, it should be able to predict the next samples with high accuracy. The
difference between the samples predicted and the actual samples is a measure of
how good the network model is. If an impostor’s utterance is presented to the
network it should not be able to predict the following samples with the same
accuracy, as it has less information about the underlying model of speaking. So a
predictive network provides a score at the end of an utterance that is a measure of
how closely the network predicted the speech presented to it. A low score would
indicate the genuine speaker and a high score would indicate an impostor.

3.5 Vector quantisation
Vector quantisation (VQ) has been used extensively for both text-dependent
and text-independent speaker recognition (Booth, Barlow and Watson, 1993;
Rosenberg and Soong, 1987; Yu et al., 1995). It is a data-reduction technique
(Picone, 1993) in which similar vectors are grouped together and represented by
their centroid. The grouping is repeated iteratively until the distance between
each vector and its group centroid has been minimised. These centroids make
up the codebook which models the data, and their number will determine the
accuracy of the modelling.

The standard LBG algorithm (Linde, Buzo and

Gray, 1980) was applied to calculate the centres.
The distance, djk, between vectors j and k (codebook centres or test utterance
frames) was calculated using the ‘city-block’ measure as:
djk =

1 M

\cij ~ cik\

w here M is th e order o f th e predictor, c^- is th e «th cepstral coefficient o f vector j ,
sim ilarly

for vector k.

(As usual, c0 was discarded.)

W hen te stin g an

utteran ce against a V Q speaker m odel, th e m inim um ab solu te d istan ce betw een
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each utterance vector and the codebook for each analysis frame was summed over
the total number of frames of the utterance. This sum was then averaged over
the number of frames to give the final score.

3.6

Genetic algorithms

A genetic algorithm is an optimisation technique rather than a pattern recogni
tion technique like vector quantisation or classifying artificial neural networks.
However, genetic algorithms may be used to generate weights for the cepstral
vector elements used in the distance calculation, with the objective of lowering
the error rates. Therefore, a brief account of how they work is now given. A
detailed description may be found in Goldberg (1989).
Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural
selection and genetic mixing. For any given problem, a genetic algorithm starts
with a population of possible solutions. These solutions are coded as binary
strings.

The success of each solution is determined, and the best solutions

are ‘reproduced’ at the expense of the poorer solutions. That is, these better
solutions are mixed with each other through swapping segments of the binary
strings (known as crossover), and varied slightly through flipping the values of
randomly selected bits (known as mutation). This creates a new population of
strings which should, on average, give better results than the original population.
This process is repeated for a fixed number of iterations (known as generations),
with the expectation that the best solution of the final population will be a
significant improvement on the best solution of the original population.
The advantage of genetic algorithms over other search algorithms is that the
method uses randomness to avoid getting caught in local minima. However, this
means that the algorithm must be run several times to increase the likelihood
of finding one of the GA’s better solutions.

The search is directed by the

reproduction of good solutions and the removal of poor solutions. A genetic
algorithm does not guarantee an optimal solution, though the results may be
more or less good depending on the problem in question.
In terms of speaker recognition, genetic algorithms have been used to weight
the feature set so as to emphasise elements which show strong speaker-dependence
(Charvet and Jouvet, 1997; Hannah, Sapeluk, Damper and Roger, 1993b). In
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this work, genetic algorithms are used to emphasise the sub-bands which show
the most speaker-dependence in the sub-band processing system of Chapter 9.
In both cases the cost function is some measure of the speaker recognition error
rate, which the GA tries to minimise.

3.7

Performance evaluation

When a system has been constructed and the tests run, the success of the system
must be evaluated. The following sections cover the most common methods of
assessing performance, as well as a less common one that will be used throughout
the thesis.
It should be pointed out that these measurements alone cannot make or
break a speaker recognition system.

Many other factors must be taken into

consideration, such as the size of the database, the utterance content, the quantity
of training data available, the duration of the test utterances and whether there
is temporal or channel variation between the training and test utterances. Ideas
have been put forward as how best to unify these points in evaluating a speaker
recognition system by Oglesby (1995).
3 .7 .1

Id e n tific a tio n e r r o r r a te

This is the most straightforward of the assessments.

The test utterance is

presented to all speaker models and the model with the best score determines the
identity of the speaker. The identification error rate (IE ) is then the percentage
of false utterance attributions for the test set:
IE(% ) = j - x 100
where / is the number of false attributions and N is the total number of test
utterances.
3 .7 .2

d! s e p a r a t i o n m e a s u r e

d! is a m easure of th e separation betw een th e d istrib u tion of genuine speaker
and im p ostor scores. It is based on classical signal d etection theory (G reen and
Sw ets, 1966), where the separation betw een tw o response distrib u tion s (signal
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and signal-plus-noise, which correspond to genuine speaker and impostor score
distributions respectively) of equal variance is taken to be:

where ps and fisn are the means the signal and signal-plus-noise distributions
respectively, and a2 is the common variance.
The assumption that the distributions share a common variance is unlikely to
be satisfied in speaker recognition, so the formula was modified to take account
of this:
d' =

l^ im p

l^ g e n

52

where Himp and p,gen are the means of the impostor and genuine speaker
distributions respectively, and S is the geometric mean of the standard deviations
of the two distributions:
O

—

y

& im p & g e n

where Oimp and agen are the standard deviations of the impostor and genuine
speaker distributions respectively. A diagram to clarify the measure is given in
Figure 3.1. It shows a histogram of genuine speaker and impostor scores.
A high d1 represents good separation between the impostor distribution and
the true speaker distribution, with a d' of approximately six representing virtually
complete separation (Hannah, 1997).
3 .7 .3

A v e rag e e q u al e rro r ra te

Commonly used terms when assessing system performance are false rejection and
false acceptance error rates. The false rejection error rate (F R ) is the percentage
of genuine speaker utterances that were rejected as belonging to an impostor:
FR(% ) = £ x 100
(3.1)
Gr
where f r is the number of genuine speaker utterances that were rejected as
belonging to impostors and G is the total of genuine speaker test utterances.
The false acceptance error rate {FA) is the percentage of impostor utterances
that were accepted as belonging to the genuine speaker:
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Figure 3.1: An example of genuine speaker and impostor score distributions.

FA(%) = j

x 100

(3.2)

where f a is the number of impostor speaker utterances that were accepted as
belonging to the genuine speaker and I is the total of impostor speaker test
utterances.
The equal error rate (EER) occurs when the false rejection rate (Equation 3.1)
equals the false acceptance rate (Equation 3.2):
EER(% ) = F R = F A
The equal error rate is found by varying a threshold. Depending on whether a
good score is high or low, utterance scores on one side of a threshold are accepted
as being genuine speaker utterances and scores on the other side are rejected as
being impostor utterances.
In this work, the threshold was varied to minimise the difference between the
false rejection and the false acceptance error rates. As there are rarely as many
genuine speaker test utterances as there are impostor test utterances, quantisation
error meant that the false rejection and false acceptance error rates were not
always equal, though they usually varied by very little. To account for this, the
equal error rate was calculated in terms of the total number of false rejections
and false acceptances for all tests:
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x 100

EE R(% ) =

The average equal error rate is one of the most common ways of presenting
speaker verification results. It is the average of the equal error rates for all the
speakers being tested:
i

M

Average EER(% ) = — J ^ E E R i
M Z—1
where M is the number of speakers in the database and E E R i is the equal error
rate for Speaker i.

3.8

Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the methods and their evaluation that
were used for the experiments in the following chapters. The differences between
classifying and distance models, and the means of evaluating a speaker recognition
system have been given. The following chapter starts the review of experimental
results with the text-dependent experiments using classifying artificial neural
networks.

C

h a p t e r

C

l a s s if y in g

4.1

4

n e u r a l

n e t w o r k s

Introduction

The experiments related in this chapter concern the use of classifying neural
networks. These networks are trained discriminatively using genuine speaker
and impostor data. For a given test utterance they return a score which is a
measure of the likelihood of it belonging to the genuine speaker.

This is in

contrast to speaker models which give the distance of the utterance from the
model (c.f. section 3.3). Two neural networks were investigated: the multilayer
perceptron (MLP) and radial basis functions (RBF) neural networks.

(The

multilayer perceptron was trained using the back-propagation (BP) learning
algorithm and the two terms will be used interchangeably.) These have been
the most popular networks for speaker recognition and have produced the best
results (Bennani and Gallinari, 1994).
The back-propagation and radial basis function neural network experiments
were carried out on the in-house database (c.f. section 2.4), as it was the only
one available at the time. To reiterate, this database is text-dependent and the
recordings were made in two sessions a month apart. Each speaker said the word
“Allenwood” 10 times in each session.

4.2

Experiments

The experiments set out to investigate several aspects of applying classifying
neural networks to speaker recognition. The first of these was to vary the make
up of the training set, in order to determine how important it is to the success
21
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of the system. It was also desired to determine whether back-propagation or
RBF networks were more suited to the speaker recognition problem, as work
by Mak, Allen and Sexton (1994) and Oglesby and Mason (1991) suggests that
RBF networks are better than MLP networks. This was tested by comparing the
results of the two networks for the same test data.
Later experiments examined the relationship between the genuine speaker
and their best impostors.

If there was a clear relationship, then it might

be possible to create training sets that emphasise the differences between the
genuine speaker and their closest impostors. This was further investigated by
attempting to predict these best impostors using vector quantisation models,
so that the impostors could be identified before the neural networks had been
trained. Finally, the effect of removing some of the speakers from the training set,
but including them in the test set, was investigated. This simulated a practical
speaker recognition task where not all impostors would be available for inclusion
in the training set, which is an important engineering consideration.
The general setup for each experiment was similar. Each speaker had their
own MLP and RBF network. Each network had 2 output nodes, one indicating
the likelihood that the input vector belongs to the genuine speaker and the other
the likelihood that it belongs to an impostor - although only the first of these
was actually used in testing. Target values during training were [+1 —1] for a
true speaker frame and [—1 +1] for an impostor frame.
Speech was presented to the networks as a sequence of 4 cepstral vectors, each
of length 12. The presentation of 4 cepstral vectors at each instant allowed the
networks to incorporate some short-term temporal speech information as well as
static information.
The number of training patterns, N t , used to train each network was typically
1250 (depending upon utterance length). In line with usual practice, the number
of hidden nodes, learning rate, momentum etc. were set empirically.

These

variables were optimised to reduce the network error on the training data, as
cross-validation test data were not used. In the case of the MLP, there was a
single hidden layer of 64 nodes and a tanh activation function was used. The
RBF network used 0.25 x N t hidden nodes.
The score for a test utterance for a given network was obtained as follows.
Each set of 4 frames from the utterance was presented to the network and the
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resulting score at the output, i.e. the first of the two output nodes mentioned
above, was recorded. The average output value across all frames of the utterance
was then computed, and taken to be the score. No use was made in this study of
any measure of dispersion, such as the standard deviation, of the scores. For the
verification tests, a fixed threshold of 0 was taken. Any value above 0 was deemed
to be the true speaker and any below an impostor. The identification test was
done by comparing the outputs of all networks for a particular utterance. The
network with the highest output was judged to be the true speaker. No minimum
difference between network outputs was required.
4 .2 .1

V a ry in g t h e tr a in in g s e t

The first experiment varied the content of the training sets to study how it affected
the performance of the networks. If system performance is highly dependent on
the make-up of the training set, then it may be worthwhile supervising the make
up of the training set (using knowledge about problematic speakers) rather than
using random selection.
Ten training sets were created for each speaker, totalling 200 training sets. A
separate network was created for each training set. Each training set consisted
of 6 true speaker utterances and 19 false speaker utterances (one from each
of the possible impostors). These utterances were chosen randomly for each
training set. For the verification tests, this meant that there were 14 true speaker
test utterances for each network, and 2800 true speaker test utterances for the
200 networks in total. There were 361 impostor test utterances per network and,
hence, 361 x 200 = 72200 impostor test utterances in total. For the identification
tests, there were 14 true speaker test utterances per network and, hence, 2800 true
speaker tests in total. These training sets were applied to both the MLP and RBF
networks.
4.2.1.1

R esults

The results for varying the training set are presented in the graphs in Figure 4.1,
which show the total number of failures per training set, the d! values for each
training set and the number of false rejections and false acceptances per training
set.

In each case, graph (a) represents the results for the back-propagation

networks and graph (b) the results for the RBF networks. Each training set
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is referenced by the index of the x-axis. Every decade represents the results of a
single speaker’s training sets.
In Figure 4.1 (i) the total area under graph (a) is clearly less than that of
graph (b), indicating that the total number of errors for the RBF network is less
than that of the back-propagation network. The RBF network had in fact only
219 failures out of a possible 75000 compared to 426 for the back-propagation
network. The graphs also show that, if the RBF network had trouble separating
the speakers, then the results for the back-propagation network were in general
markedly worse.
Figure 4.1 (ii) shows the d! values of the true speaker distribution against
the impostor distribution for both networks. The average value for the RBF
network is 7.9 compared to 6.5 for back-propagation. So the RBF system created
a greater gap between the true and false speaker distributions. There is also a
high correlation coefficient of 0.82 between the d! values for the RBF and backpropagation networks. This indicates that the success of both networks is highly
dependent on training sets and that, in general, a good training set for the RBF
network is a good training set for the BP network and vice versa.
Figure 4.1(iii) shows that the area under the curve for the back-propagation
network is only slightly larger than that for the RBF network, indicating a similar
level of false rejections. The back-propagation network had 162 false rejections
while the RBF system had 142. So the RBF network did not succeed in making
significant differences to the number of true speakers who were rejected. However,
Figure 4.1(iv) shows that the RBF network significantly reduced the number of
false acceptances, with only 77 compared to 264 for the back-propagation network.
The effect of training sets on the success of the classifying neural networks
is summarised in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, where ‘Total’ refers to the total number of
false rejections plus false acceptances. For the randomly-selected training sets,
a single set of results was randomly chosen for each speaker and the overall
results calculated. This was done 100 times and the average calculated. For the
optimal results, the best-performing training set for each speaker was chosen and
the overall results calculated. There is a significant difference for both networks
between the randomly-selected and best-performing training sets. In all error
measurements improvements are found when the best-performing training sets
are used.
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(i) Number of Failures

(iii) False Rejections

(iv) False Acceptances

Figure 4.1: Comparison of results for (a) the BP and (b) the RBF networks for the 200
training sets.
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Discussion

The difference between the results for the randomly-selected and best-performing
training sets highlighted how important the make-up of the training set is to
the success of the classifying neural network recogniser. An example of this is
shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, where each utterance score is represented by a V .
Figure 4.2 shows Speaker 15’s results for a good training set. There is good
separation between the impostor and genuine speaker score distributions (a d!
of 10.2), and a threshold of zero gives an equal error rate of 0%. Figure 4.3
on the other hand, shows Speaker 15’s results for a poor training set. In this
case there is virtually no distance between the impostor and genuine speaker
distributions and a threshold of zero would produce 15 false acceptances. Even if
the false acceptances were reduced by raising the threshold, the absolute difference
between the distributions is smaller than for the good training set (a d! of 5.9
compared to 10.2).
As the make-up of the training set is so important, section 4.2.3 looks at
trying to determine speakers who consistently impersonate each other, so that
they might be grouped together. Section 4.2.4 then looks at trying to determine
the closest impostors for a given speaker before the network is trained and tested.
4 .2 .2

B P v s. R B F p e rfo rm a n c e

Although back-propagation is the most commonly used artificial neural network,
radial basis function networks have a better reputation for speaker recognition
(Bennani and Gallinari, 1994). To investigate if this was warranted required a
comparison of the results from the previous experiments as both networks were
trained with the same data sets.
4.2.2.1

R esults

The analysis of the graphs in Figure 4.1 (c.f. section 4.2.1.1) showed that the RBF
network outperforms the BP on all counts. This is summarised by the results in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. In each case, the RBF has lower error rates than the BP
network for both randomly-selected and best-performing training sets.
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Figure 4.2: Example of a good training set for Speaker 15 where all the impostor scores
are below the zero threshold.

Figure 4.3: Example of a poor training set for Speaker 15 where several impostor scores
are above the zero threshold.
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Randomly-selected
Best-performing

d!
6.5
8.0

IE(%)
2.0
0.0

FR(%)
5.8
1.4

FA(%)
0.4
0.1
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Total(%)
0.6
0.1

Table 4.1: Results for the back-propagation neural network (IE = identification error,
FR = false rejection, FA = false acceptance, Total = percentage of combined false
rejection and acceptance errors).

Randomly-selected
Best-performing

d!
7.9
9.8

IE(%)
1.1
0.0

FR(%)
5.2
0.7

FA(%)
0.1
0.0

Total (%)
0.3
0.0

Table 4.2: Results for the radial basis function neural network (IE = identification
error, FR = false rejection, FA = false acceptance, Total = percentage of combined
false rejection and acceptance errors).

4.2.2.2

Discussion

The RBF network outperformed the BP on all accounts for both randomlyselected and best-performing training sets. The superiority of the RBF network
over the BP network agrees well with results reported by other researchers
(Bennani and Gallinari, 1994; Oglesby and Mason, 1991; Mak et a/., 1994). In a
comparison of the two networks using a sequence of 5 digits, Mak et al. (1994)
got identification recognition rates of 90.2% for the MLP networks and 98.7%
for the RBF networks. For a fixed 1% false acceptance rate, Oglesby and Mason
(1991) got recognition rates of 17% for the MLP networks and 8% for the RBF
networks.
The benefit of the RBF network seemed to be that it defined the impostors
more clearly, thus reducing the number of false acceptances. While the RBF
also had fewer false rejections than the BP, the difference was not quite as
pronounced. However, while the RBF could improve on the BP results, there
were instances where neither the RBF nor the BP networks could completely
separate the genuine and impostor speakers.
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S p e a k e r s im ila rity

On inspection of the results of the previous experiments, it was observed that
certain groups of speakers seemed to score consistently well against each other’s
models. The inter-speaker difference between these speakers was smaller than for
the rest of the population. This meant that, given Speaker A and Speaker B,
Speaker A ’s utterances would score well against Speaker B ’s model, while
Speaker B ’s utterances would score well against Speaker A ’s model. This would
seem to indicate that the cepstral representations of these speakers must appear
to the neural network to be quite similar. Quite often, the speakers’ utterances
would be so similar that they became the cause of many of the false rejections
or acceptances. If this relationship could be confirmed, then it might be possible
to group speakers together, which may lead to better training sets that allow the
network to focus on differences between the genuine speaker and the speakers
most likely to impersonate them.
An example of this is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, where each utterance score
is represented by a V . They show the results for Speakers 2 and 10 respectively.
It is clear from the results that Speakers 2 and 10 are similar to each other, as
they both score well against each other’s model. It is also evident that they both
share something in common with Speakers 6 and 14, who score well against both
models.
Although this phenomenon was clearly visible by inspection of the results, it
was necessary to quantify the similarity in performances. To do this requires
impostor ranking.

An impostor’s ranking is determined by how well their

utterances score against the genuine speaker model. An impostor whose mean
utterance score is highest against the genuine speaker model will be ranked first
and those who score lowest ranked last. Given these rankings for every speaker,
it is possible to compare ranking positions for groups of speakers.
To determine the rankings the average score per utterance per training set
was used. So for Speaker A against Speaker B ’s model:
qab
°av

_ _
ju t

M

1

2 ^

f j
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w here S£VB is th e average score for Speaker A ’s u tterances against Speaker B ’s
m odel, M is th e to ta l number o f training sets (ten in th is case), N is th e num ber
o f test u tteran ces and s f B is the score for Speaker A ’s j th u tterance in train ing
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Figure 4.4: Results for Speaker 2.

Figure 4.5: Results for Speaker 10.
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set i against Speaker B ’s model. Using this method, a list of ranked impostors
may be drawn up for each speaker.
Assuming that Speaker A ’s ranked impostor list is {B ,C , D, E }, and that
there is perfect agreement between the impostor rankings, Speaker A would be
the best impostor of Speaker B , the second best impostor for Speaker C , the
third best impostor for Speaker D and the fourth best impostor for Speaker E.
The absolute difference between Speaker A’s actual ranking and their theoretical
ranking is used to measure the degree of similarity. So, if Speaker A was actually
ranked second, rather than fourth, against Speaker E then that would be a
ranking difference of 2 (the difference between the ideal and the actual rankings).
Using this ranking difference measure, the similarity between the speaker
rankings for each position in the list may be calculated. This was done for both
the BP and RBF networks.
An equivalent process was also performed for a VQ system, which used 6 words
to create a 64-element codebook.

This was done to test if this grouping of

speakers was only a feature of the neural networks or if it also applied to VQ.
The average score for each speaker’s utterances against each speaker model was
used to determine the ranking of the impostors.
4.2.3.1

R esults

The results of the speaker similarity tests are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
The x-axis represents the position in the impostor list, with 1 being the best
impostor and 19 being the worst. The y-axis represents the average difference
between the ranking according to a genuine speaker’s impostor list and the actual
ranking according to the results of the tests. An average ranking difference of 2
would mean that, on average, speakers were 2 places away from their expected
position in the impostor rankings. The smaller the difference, the better the
correlation between a speaker’s impostor rankings and their position in other
speaker’s impostor rankings.
In Figure 4.6, the results for the neural networks show that the best correlation
between speakers is for the closest impostors. In the back-propagation case, where
the average ranking difference for the closest impostor is 1, if Speaker A is the
best impostor for Speaker B , then Speaker B will be, on average, one of the best
2 impostors for Speaker A. In the RBF case, where the average ranking difference
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for the closest impostor is 1.9, if Speaker A is the best impostor for Speaker B,
then Speaker B will be, on average, one of the best 3 impostors for Speaker A. In
general, the BP network has a better correlation between speaker positions than
the RBF network.
This close correlation between best impostors is not found in the VQ results,
which are shown in Figure 4.7. For VQ, if Speaker A is a good impersonator of
Speaker B , then Speaker B will only be in the top 6 impostors for Speaker A.
Nor is there any evidence that the best impostor is any more likely to be well
correlated than any of the other impostor positions.
4.2.3.2

Discussion

The results of the speaker similarity tests showed that for the artificial neural
networks at least, if Speaker A was a good impersonator of Speaker B, then the
opposite was also likely to be true. This similarity between speakers indicated
that it might be possible to group speakers as being similar using classifying
artificial neural networks. However, this similarity between speakers was not
found with the distance models of the VQ system, thus indicating that the
similarity is probably a function of the networks’ weighting of the cepstral vectors.
4 .2 .4

A p r io r i im p o s to r ra n k in g

The previous experiment seemed to confirm that certain impostors appear to be
particularly good at impersonating certain speakers. However, this could only be
determined a posteriori, once the experiments had been completed. It would be
useful to be able to predict before training an artificial neural network system
(i.e. a priori) which speakers were most likely to impersonate each other. Then
it might be possible to incorporate more utterances from problem speakers in the
training set and thus reduce the error rates. There is no direct way of comparing
the similarity of speakers’ neural network models. However, using VQ speaker
models, it may be possible to detect similarities between speakers.
A VQ model of each speaker was generated using all 20 utterances to create
a 128-element codebook. The codebook for each speaker was tested against the
codebook for every other speaker. Using these scores, it was possible to rank the
speakers as impostors for a particular genuine speaker. (The ranking of impostors
based on VQ models is described in detail in section 5.3.)
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Figure 4.6: The average difference in ranking for the artificial neural network impostor
positions (V = back-propagation network, ‘o’ = RBF network).

Figure 4.7: The average difference in ranking for the vector quantiser impostor
positions.
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BP,RBF
BP,VQM
RBF,VQM
VQ,VQM
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Average
Ranking Difference
2.1
4.5
4.4
1.6

Table 4.3: Average difference in impostor positions for BP, RBF, VQ and VQ model
vs. model (VQM) rankings.

The rankings for the BP and RBF neural networks were calculated from the
average utterance score for each speaker against every other speaker, as described
in the previous section (4.2.3).

Impostor rankings for the VQ system were

calculated in the same way (i.e. using impostor scores rather than model vs. model
scores). This meant that there were 4 sets of impostor rankings for each speaker,
2 based on the BP and RBF networks, 1 based on the actual VQ results and the
final one based on the VQ model vs. model (VQM) tests. The average difference
in position between these rankings was calculated in the manner described above
in section (4.2.3).
4.2.4.1

R esults

The average difference in rankings between the networks and the VQ system
are shown in Table 4.3.

The RBF and BP rankings are correct to within

approximately 2 places of each other. The BP and RBF rankings are 4.5 placings
away from the VQ model rankings. Finally, the VQ test and the VQ model
rankings are 1.6 places away from each other on average.
In effect this means that the rankings from the networks are quite similar to
each other, but have little in common with the VQ model rankings. The VQ
tests and the VQ model rankings are very close to each other, being less than
2 places away on average. This means that the VQ model rankings would not
be particularly good at predicting the best impersonators for the neural network
speaker models. They would, however, appear to be good at predicting the best
impersonators for the VQ system. This aspect of the results is examined in more
detail in the next chapter (section 5.3).
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Discussion

The results of the impostor ranking showed that for an artificial neural network
classifier it would be difficult to predetermine the speakers most likely to
impersonate each other before the networks are trained.

If the RBF and

BP rankings had agreed with those of the VQ models, then it would have
been possible to use the VQ model rankings to find problematic speakers.
Unfortunately, the rankings did not agree. There was strong similarity between
the RBF and BP rankings themselves. There was also strong agreement between
the VQ rankings using scores and those using models.
4 .2 .5

R e d u c in g th e im p o s to r se t

In a final experiment, the effect of reducing the set of impostors used in training
the neural networks was investigated. This was done to investigate what might
happen in a larger database, where it would not be possible to include utterances
from all the impostors. To do this RBF networks were trained for each speaker
using the first training set of the previous experiments, but only including the
first 10 impostors for the impostors’ training utterances, i.e. Speakers 1-10 were
used as impostors for Speakers 11-20 and Speakers 1-11 (excluding the genuine
speaker) for Speakers 1-10.

This would significantly reduce the amount of

impostor and, hence, inter-speaker information presented to the artificial neural
network.
4.2.5.1

R esults

The results for these reduced training sets are compared to the results using the
entire impostor population in Table 4.4. It is clear that reducing the impostor
information has greatly reduced the accuracy of the speaker model. The only
result which shows an improvement is the false rejection percentage. As the
speaker model had less inter-speaker variation data to train on, genuine speaker
utterances that may have been rejected before are now accepted. However, this
also means that more impostors are accepted than before and thus the false
acceptance ratio, the total error, the identification error and the d! measure all
deteriorated.
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All impostors
Limited set

d' Error(%)
7.7
1.1
6.8
1.8

FR(%)
5.7
3.6

FA(%)
0.2
0.8
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Total Error(%)
0.4
0.9

Table 4.4: Results for reducing the number of impostor utterances in the training set.

4.2.5.2

Discussion

These results indicate a possible limitation of classifying artificial neural networks
for speaker recognition using large databases, where it may not be possible to
incorporate information about each impostor in the training set. The effect of
removing some of the impostors from the training set was to increase all error
rates except the false rejection. The reduction in inter-speaker information used
to train the network reduces the ability of the network to discriminate between
genuine speaker and impostor utterances.
The reason why this is important is that in a real system, with a large
population of speakers, it would be impractical to incorporate all impostors in
the training set. To overcome this would require some means of creating training
sets that incorporated sufficient impostor utterances to represent the impostor
population in general.

4.3

Discussion of the classifying results

The results of the experiments indicate that classifying neural networks perform
well for a small-scale text-dependent database. However, there were indications
that a larger database might pose problems for the networks as implemented
for these experiments. The reason for this is that a training set composed of
significantly more impostor utterances than genuine speaker utterances could lead
to a network which fails to generalise well. To overcome this a more specialised
training set, which has a better balance between genuine speaker and impostor
utterances, would be required for each speaker.
One possible solution to this problem is to use a reduced set of impostors,
preferably the ones most likely to impersonate the genuine speaker. However,
the tests with the VQ models showed that the relationship between speakers,
according to the neural networks, wasn’t a simple matter of having similar cepstral
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vectors. The weighting of the neural networks affected the speakers that appear
to be similar each other, so that the impostors could only be ranked a posteriori,
after the network had been trained and tested.
There is also the issue of a continuously-varying database with speakers
frequently being added or removed from the database. Having to retrain networks
regularly or create new ones to deal with the addition of new speakers may
not be practical.

On account of this, Artieres and Gallinari (1993) moved

from work on classifying neural networks to predictive neural networks (PNN),
which are free from this problem because they are trained using genuine speaker
data only. For this reason predictive neural networks were also investigated,
the results of which are presented in Chapter 7. However, before that, score
normalisations for distance models (such as PNN) are investigated.

This is

necessary as distance model verification error rates may be reduced through the
use of score normalisations.

4.4

Summary

This chapter has described experiments to assess the use of classifying artificial
neural networks for speaker recognition. Although they give very good results
on a small closed set of speakers, it is possible that larger database may present
problems with modelling the impostor set. The next chapter looks at improving
distance model results by using impostor cohorts for score normalisation.
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d is t a n c e

MODELS

5.1

Introduction

The previous chapter detailed experiments using speaker models that classified
an utterance as belonging to the genuine speaker or an impostor. The models use
both genuine speaker and impostor utterances in training, and internal weights
emphasise the difference between the two. In this chapter, the speaker models are
created using only genuine speaker utterances. No impostor utterances are used
in the speaker model and no weighting is performed to emphasise any differences.
Rather than classifying the utterance, the distance between the utterance and
the speaker model is calculated. The closer the utterance to the model, the more
likely it is to come from the genuine speaker and vice versa.
The distance of an utterance from the genuine speaker model needs to be
quantified. In speaker identification this is done by comparing the scores from
all the speaker models, with the best scoring model determining the speaker.
However, in speaker verification the test utterance is only presented to the genuine
speaker model, so some reference is required to determine whether the score is
close enough to belong to the genuine speaker or not. Normally this is provided
by a threshold, which is determined from the training data. However, the training
data usually produce better scores than the test data. Furthermore, variations
in speaking behaviour and recording conditions, etc. may cause wide variations
in scores and make the assignment of thresholds even more difficult (Rosenberg
et al., 1992b).
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Score normalisation takes a different approach to that of setting a threshold.
It compares a measure of the likelihood of the utterance belonging to the genuine
speaker with that of it belonging to an anti-speaker (i.e. an impostor). If the
likelihood is greater that the utterance belongs to the genuine speaker than the
anti-speaker then it is accepted and vice versa. The anti-speaker model may be
represented by a cohort of impostors or a single ‘world’ model. The score against
the anti-speaker model is used to normalise the genuine speaker score. This brings
all scores into a similar range and more importantly increases the separation
between the genuine speaker and impostor score distributions (c.f. section 3.7.2),
thus reducing the verification error rate.
This chapter compares several normalisation methods, with the intention of
choosing one for the distance-model experiments. The initial sections describe
how the anti-speaker model may be created using impostor cohorts or a world
model.

Then a new means of ranking a speaker’s impostors is presented,

which may be used to select impostors for speaker-specific cohorts. Finally, the
experiments investigate different approaches to normalising the scores.
The majority of experiments in this chapter were carried out on a single word,
one, from the British Telecom Millar database. The first 10 utterances were used
for training and the remaining 15 for testing. Each speaker was modelled using
a 32-element vector quantisation codebook. Yu et al. (1995), using the same
database and training sets, found a codebook of this size to be sufficient to model
a speaker.

5.2

Score normalisation

In a speaker verification system without score normalisation, the decision to
accept or reject a claimed identity is based on comparing the score from the
genuine speaker model with a threshold. However, using a Bayesian formulation
of the verification problem, the claimed identity would be accepted if it was more
likely to belong to the genuine speaker than not (Rosenberg et al., 1992b):
p ( u 11) > p(U | /)
where U is th e sequence of vectors from the test u tterance and p (U | I ) is th e
likelih ood o f th e utterance b elonging to th e claim ed id en tity I and p ( U | I ) th e
likelih ood for any id en tity other th an / .
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The likelihood of the utterance not belonging to the genuine speaker is
measured by the likelihood of it belonging to an anti-speaker (in effect, an
impostor).

In the following experiments, two methods of implementing a

generalised impostor model are investigated. The first uses a cohort of impostor
models and the second a single model of the impostor set. In the work presented
here, the cohort may or may not be speaker-specific (though normally it is). The
second approach uses a single model of the impostor population to represent
the anti-speaker, and is referred to as world-model normalisation. This means
that the world-model is the same for all speakers, while the cohort method may
be varied to suit each speaker. The other difference between the cohort and
world model normalisations is that for cohort normalisation the utterance must
be tested against several impostor models, whereas for the world-model approach
the utterance is only presented to a single anti-speaker model.
5 .2 .1

C o h o rt n o rm a lis a tio n

In cohort normalisation, the anti-speaker model is represented by a subset of
impostors. The scores from these impostors may be used to normalise the genuine
speaker score in a number of ways. Li and Porter (1988) and de Veth, Gallopyn
and Bourlard (1993) used the mean and standard deviation of the scores to
normalise the genuine speaker score, Booth et al. (1993) and Matsui and Furui
(1992) used the mean score, while Rosenberg et al. (1992b) investigated various
measures such as the best score, the mean and the median scores. Both the
normalisation using the mean and standard deviation, and that using the mean
on its own are investigated in the experiments.
Following the work of Higgins, Bahler and Porter (1991), the cohort is usually
made up of the closest impostors to the genuine speaker, though this may be done
a priori or a posteriori. In the a priori case, each speaker’s training utterances
are used to test their similarity to other speakers, and a list of ranked impostors
is drawn up for each speaker. This method has been used by de Veth et al.
(1993) and Rosenberg et al. (1992b). The a posteriori approach presents the test
utterance to all the impostor models and takes the models with the best scores.
This is more time-consuming than the previous method, as the utterance must
be tested against all models rather than just a limited cohort. This method has
been used by Booth et al. (1993), Higgins et al. (1991) and Matsui and Furui
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(1992).
The advantage of the cohort method is that it can be made speaker-specific
by choosing a different cohort for each speaker based on their closest impostors
(Rosenberg et al., 1992b). This also means that the cohort may be updated if
new speakers are added to the database who are good impostors of a genuine
speaker. Speaker-independent cohorts were also investigated.
5 .2 .2

W o rld -m o d e l n o rm a lis a tio n

In this approach, favoured by Carey and Parris (1992), Hattori (1994) and Matsui
and Furui (1995), the anti-speaker model is represented by a single world model.
A subset of impostor utterances is used to generate a single model, which is
then used to normalise all speaker scores. Although it is possible to update the
world model for the addition of new speakers (Matsui and Furui, 1995), it still
remains speaker-independent, unlike the cohort normalisation which is normally
speaker-dependent.

5.3

Impostor ranking

Rosenberg et al. (1992b) and de Veth et al. (1993) used the a priori closest
ranking impostors for each speaker’s impostor cohort. In effect, they selected the
impostors with the smallest inter-speaker distance between them and the genuine
speaker. This was done by testing all the impostor training utterances against
that speaker’s model. This can be time-consuming if there is a large number of
training utterances or impostors. So a new approach was taken, whereby only one
test is performed per impostor. This is done by comparing the speaker models
with each other. In effect, each impostor speaker model is treated as a generalised
test utterance for that impostor. Testing with the model generates a single score
for each impostor which may be used to determine the impostor’s ranking against
the genuine speaker.
Examples of using model vs. model tests are shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.4.
The model vs. model scores are represented by V and the test vs. model scores
by ‘o’. It is important to remember that the test utterances come from the
final three recording sessions while the models were created using data from the
first two sessions (c.f. section 2.5). Despite this inter-session variability, which
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can be so detrimental to speaker verification, the model vs. model scores would
appear to give a very good indication of the final impostor rankings - being
generally positioned at or below the low end of the test vs. model distributions.
(As Speaker 8 is actually the genuine speaker, the model vs. model score is zero
in this case.)
To determine how good the model vs. model rankings are, we require some

reference rankings for comparison. Unfortunately, there is no definitive way of
ranking impostors. Even using final, a posteriori test scores, the rankings could
be arrived at on the basis of the best impostor score, the mean impostor score,
the number of impostor scores below the threshold, etc. Clearly, rankings based
on different criteria are unlikely to agree completely with each other, so that
small differences should be expected when comparing any two rankings. In these
experiments, all reference rankings were determined on the basis of the mean test
utterance score per speaker.
The average difference between the model vs. model and reference rankings
was calculated as follows. First, the absolute difference between an impostor’s
position, rm, in the model vs. model ranking and that person’s position, rr, in the
reference rankings is calculated as \rm — rr\. This is done for each impostor in
the rankings and the average calculated. Once this difference has been evaluated
for each speaker, it is then averaged across all speakers. The smaller this value,
the closer is the agreement between the ranking method and the model vs. model
scoring strategy under investigation.

Using simple combinatorics, it is easily

shown that - since there are only 30 possible ranking positions - the upper
bound on the possible average difference is 15 places.

When 100 completely

random rankings (uniformly distributed) were tested against each other, the
average distance was 9.7 places.

Thus, if the rankings were in the region of

this score, it would indicate that there was no relationship between them.
The average ranking differences for the ten test words are shown in Figure 5.5.
The model vs. model rankings are compared to three reference rankings, generated
by taking the mean score of all possible utterances (both test and training), of the
training utterances alone and of the test utterances alone. The figure shows that
the model vs. model rankings are closest to the training utterance rankings. This
is only to be expected, as they were used to create the models. Also, as expected,
differences based on the test utterances alone were furthest from the model vs.
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Figure 5.1: Utterance (‘o’) and model vs. model (V ) scores for Speaker 8, word one.

Figure 5.2: Utterance (‘o’) and model vs. model (V ) scores for Speaker 8, word three.
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Figure 5.3: Utterance (‘o’) and model vs. model (V ) scores for Speaker 8, word six.

Figure 5.4: Utterance (‘o’) and model vs. model (V ) scores for Speaker 8, word zero.
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Figure 5.5: Average difference in model vs. model and reference rankings for each word.
There are 3 different reference rankings: ‘—’ denotes rankings based on all possible
utterances, ‘---- ’ denotes those based on the training utterances alone and ‘----- ’ denotes
rankings based on the test utterances alone. See text for specification of |rm —rr\.

model scores, while the combination of both test and training utterances gave
differences somewhere in between. It should be emphasised again that none of
these reference rankings is in any way definitive, as the mean of the test scores may
not be an exact measure of an impostor’s likelihood of impersonating a speaker.
However, the average difference in ranking of about 4 per word is significantly
lower than the value of 9.67 generated by random rankings. So, although by no
means perfect, the model vs. model rankings were judged to be sufficiently good
to make it worthwhile creating and evaluating impostor cohorts.
The same tests were run, but for training sets that used the first 2 utterances
from each of the 5 recording sessions. These training sets should generate models
that are more representative of the test utterances as the temporal variation
will not be as pronounced. The results for the difference in ranking are given
in Figure 5.6.

In this case, the difference between rankings for the training

utterances and the test utterances is much smaller.

Furthermore, the overall

difference in ranking of around 3 is smaller than that for the original training
sets.
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Figure 5.6: Average difference in model vs. model and reference rankings for each word,
using the temporal variation models. There are 3 different reference rankings: ‘—’
denotes rankings based on all possible utterances,
denotes those based on the
training utterances alone and
denotes rankings based on the test utterances
alone. See text for specification of |rm —rr\.
The rankings also showed for the VQ case, that just because Speaker A was
a good impersonator of Speaker B this did not mean that Speaker B would
be a good impersonator of Speaker A.

That is, if Speaker A was ranked at

position i against Speaker B ' s model, and Speaker B was ranked at position j in
Speaker A s rankings, then i / j in general. Figure 5.7 shows the difference \i — j\
for a particular impostor position averaged across speaker pairs. The value is
quite different from zero - indeed, it may be anything from 5 to 9 places. The
implication for normalising using impostor cohorts is that although Speaker A
may be similar to Speaker B , this does not mean that an impostor cohort selected
for Speaker A would be suitable for Speaker B.
It was also found that impostors vary in their ability to impersonate the
genuine speaker depending on the word in question. This is shown by the fact
that, for a particular speaker, the ranking of the impostors varies from word to
word. To measure this, the absolute difference between rankings according to a
particular word, rWl and every other test word, r t, was calculated as \rw — r t|.
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Figure 5.7: The average ranking asymmetry when comparing two speakers; i.e. compar
ing Speaker A as an impostor of Speaker B with Speaker B as an impostor of Speaker A.
See text for specification of |t —j\.
This was then averaged across the remaining 9 test words.

The results are

illustrated in Figure 5.8, where the rankings are seen to vary from around 7 to 8.6
places - indicating that impostor position varies from word to word. Thus, testing
with more than one word should be beneficial in lowering the error rates. The
likelihood of accepting an impostor will be reduced in this case, as it is unlikely
that any impostor will consistently impersonate the genuine speaker across all
test words.

5 .4

N o r m a lis a t io n e x p e r im e n t s

The following experiments investigate various means of normalising scores.
Particular attention is paid to cohort normalisation, where the model vs. model
rankings are tested as a means of selecting speaker-specific cohorts.
Although there are 12 words in the database, only the word one was used
for the normalisation experiments. The average d' for the word one was 3.8,
slightly higher than the average d' for all the words of 3.6.

The success of

the normalisations was measured using the d' as an indicator of the verification
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Figure 5.8: Average difference between ranking position on the basis of a specific
word, r w, and ranking position on the basis of every other test word, r*. There are
3 different reference rankings: ‘—’ denotes rankings based on all possible utterances,
denotes those based on the training utterances alone and
denotes rankings
based on the test utterances alone. See text for specification of \rw —rt\.
error rate (i.e. the separation between the genuine speaker and impostor score
distributions) and the identification error rate. More comprehensive tests for the
most promising normalisation method, using the words one to nine and zero , are
presented in the next chapter (section 6.2).

5.4.1

Subtracting the mean of the impostor cohort

This method of score normalisation (SMIC) has been used by Booth et al. (1993),
Matsui and Furui (1992) and Rosenberg et al. (1992b). Rosenberg et a l (1992b)
tried several statistical measures of the impostor cohort to normalise the genuine
speaker model score and found that the mean was the best. So the mean score
from a set of impostor models is used to normalise the score against genuine
speaker model as follows:

Snorm

^gen

cohort

where Snorm is the normalised score, Sgen is the original score against the genuine
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speaker model and fiCohort the mean of the impostor cohort scores.
Matsui and Furui (1992) used the a posteriori best scoring impostors, which
meant testing each speaker model with the test utterance. In tests using hidden
Markov models, Rosenberg et al. (1992b) used the a priori nearest impostors,
which were determined by testing each speaker’s training utterances against every
other speaker’s model. This means of determining the closest impostors is more
time-consuming than testing the models against each other, but the latter is not
possible with hidden Markov models. Both a priori and a posteriori approaches
were tested in the following experiment.

5.4.1.1

Results

The results for SMIC are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The 2>axis represents
the number of speakers used to form the cohort.
Two methods were used to create the impostor cohort. The first results, shown
in Figure 5.9, used the impostors with the lowest scores to form the cohort (i.e. the

a posteriori approach). This meant testing an utterance against all the speaker
models in order to determine the lowest scoring models. In a large database, this
could be very time-consuming. The method works well in improving the d! from
3.8 to 4.8 for a cohort of one or two speakers. However, as more impostors are
added to the cohort, the d! begins to decrease, though it always remains higher
than that of the unnormalised results. The method leaves the identification error
rate unchanged, as the order of the scores remains the same (the lowest scoring
model will always retain the lowest score).
The second method used the nearest impostor models, as determined by the
impostor ranking (c.f. section 5.3), to create the impostor cohort (i.e. the a priori
approach). This has the advantage of not testing against all the speakers in the
database. However, as Figure 5.10 shows, the identification error is higher for
this method than for the unnormalised case. To benefit from the improvement in
d7, while still keeping the identification error within reasonable limits, a cohort of
about 15 speakers is required.

5.4.1.2

Discussion

This improvement in results has also been found by other researchers. Matsui
and Furui (1992) achieved a reduction in equal error rate from 3.6% to 1.1% using
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Figure 5.9: Results for the SMIC normalisation, using the lowest scoring impostors.

Figure 5.10: Results for the SMIC normalisation, using the closest impostors for each
speaker.
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an a posteriori cohort of 15 impostors. Using an a priori cohort of 5 impostors,
Rosenberg et al. (1992b) reduced the equal error rate from 2.9% to 1.8%.
The a posteriori approach gave better results, with a maximum d! of 4.8 (for
a cohort of one or two impostors) compared to 4.5 for the a priori method.
However, the limitation of the a posteriori method is that the good scores for the
small impostor cohorts are due to the fact that the impostor’s model is present
in the cohort and, hence, generally gives a lower score for the utterance than the
genuine speaker model. This is therefore a closed set only technique, equivalent
to the SLIMS method described in section 5.4.3.

5.4.2

Impostor cohort normalisation

An alternative to using the mean cohort score is to use the mean and the standard
deviation of the cohort scores to normalise the genuine speaker score.

This

approach is called impostor cohort normalisation (ICN) and was put forward
by Li and Porter (1988). It is based on the fact that the genuine speaker score
remains fairly stable relative to the impostor score distribution, although the
impostor score distribution itself may vary considerably (Li and Porter, 1988).
However, rather than presenting the test utterance to all possible impostors in
order to determine the impostor score distribution, it is presented to only a limited
number of impostors. This means that the method is independent of the number
of speakers in the database.
For impostor cohort normalisation, each utterance is presented to the genuine
speaker model and a limited set of impostor models. The genuine speaker score
is then normalised by the mean and standard deviation of the impostor scores as
follows:

rt

Sgen Pcohort
Gcohort

J I C N — -------------------------

where S ig n is the normalised score, Sgen is the original genuine speaker model
score and p cohort the mean and (JC0h0rt the standard deviation of the impostor
cohort scores. This is in contrast to the previous method, SMIC, where there is
no division by the standard deviation. ICN scores are measured as the number of
standard deviations from the mean, whereas the SMIC scores are the distances
from the mean impostor score. This means that all ICN scores must fall in a
similar range, which may not be true of the SMIC scores.
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There is still the requirement to set a threshold, after the scores have been
normalised, but the variation in threshold between speakers is much less. This
means that in principle, a common threshold may be set for all speakers.
A comparison between using a common threshold and a separate threshold for
each speaker is given in the next chapter (c.f. section 6.2.5).
Two factors were varied for the impostor cohort normalisation: the number
of impostors in the cohort and the means of selecting impostors for the cohort.
The number of impostors in the cohort was varied from 3 to 30. The selection of
the impostor cohort was tested in 3 ways.
In the first approach the impostor cohort was selected from the ranked
impostors. Starting with the most likely impersonators, the cohort was increased
using the next most likely impersonator.

In the second case, a fixed set of

impostors was used for each speaker. This set was created using the ranking of the
speaker models (according to their average impostor model score), starting with
the lowest scoring models. This approach is closer to world-model normalisation
as it uses the same anti-speaker model for all speakers. The last approach used a
random set of impostors to create a cohort, which was then used for all speakers.
This was to test if it was necessary to rank the impostors, or whether enough
randomly selected impostors would give equally good results.

5.4.2.1

Results

The results for using the model vs. model ranked impostors are shown in Fig
ure 5.11. Although the identification error rate is higher than the unnormalised
results to start with, the errors drop off quite quickly and by about 15 impostors
in the cohort the error rate (10.3%) is close to that of the unnormalised results
(9.3%). However, d' for an impostor cohort of 15 (4.5) is considerably larger than
that for the unnormalised results (3.8). Of the two error measurements d' is more
important than the identification error, as it is the closest indicator of the average
equal error rate. So, although the identification error is slightly higher for the
normalised case, the average equal error rate is likely to be lower.
The results for the second approach of using a fixed cohort are shown in
Figure 5.12. Although the identification error for this impostor cohort is similar
to that using the nearest ranked impostors of the last selection method, d' is
much poorer. Using 15 impostors, d' is 4.0. This would seem to indicate that this
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particular selection of impostors is not particularly representative of the impostor
scores in general.
The results of using randomly selected impostors for the cohort are shown
in Figure 5.13. In general this method worked well, doing better than the fixed
set of the previous method. However, it lacked the consistency found using the
nearest ranked impostors and is prone to some high identification errors.

5.4.2.2 Discussion
The results of all 3 methods of selecting the impostors show how important it is to
have at least 10 impostors, so that the standard deviation used to normalise the
results is meaningful. The scores as a result of this normalisation are measured
in standard deviations away from the impostor mean. The number of impostors
in the cohort was not as important a factor in the SMIC method which does not
normalise by the standard deviation, but the scores from this approach are not
limited in their range, as they only measure the distance between the genuine
speaker score and the mean impostor score.

5.4.3

Subtracting the lowest impostor model score

In this normalisation method, referred to as SLIMS, the lowest of the impostor
scores is subtracted from the genuine speaker model score. In effect this uses
identification results to normalise the scores for verification.

It works on the

basis that if an utterance is a genuine speaker utterance then the lowest score
for the impostor models will be higher than that for the genuine speaker model.
Subtracting the two values will give a negative score. If, however, the utterance
is an impostor utterance, the impostor score should be lower than the genuine
speaker score and the difference between the two will be positive. This, in effect,
polarises the results, with any score below zero being a genuine speaker utterance
and any above zero an impostor utterance. A threshold of zero is thus created.
Although the zero threshold could be used, the false rejection rate would probably
be too high, as it would be equal to the identification error rate. This means that
a threshold slightly greater than zero must be found to reduce the false rejection
rate.

However, this method of normalisation only works for a closed set as it is
dependent on the impostor being one of the speakers in the database. In the
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Figure 5.11: Results for impostor cohort normalisation using the impostor rankings.

Figure 5.12: Results for impostor cohort normalisation using a fixed set based on model
ranking.
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Results for impostor cohort normalisation using randomly selected

VQ
VQ+SLIMS

d!
3.8
5.0

IE(%)
9.3
9.3

Table 5.1: Comparison of the unnormalised and SLIMS results (IE = identification
error).

open set case, if an impostor’s model is not present, then the lowest impostor
model score is less likely to be lower than the genuine model score, and so the
relationship breaks down.

5.4.3.1

Results

The results using SLIMS are presented in Table 5.1.

Subtracting the lowest

impostor model score from the genuine speaker model score has no effect on the
identification error as the ranking of the lowest scores will always stay the same.
However, it does improve the d! from 3.8 to 5.0.
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5.4.3.2 Discussion
The benefit of this method may be seen in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. The figures
give an indication of the degree of overlap between the genuine and impostor
speaker distributions for the unnormalised and the SLIMS cases. The scores for
the genuine speaker (‘o ’) represent the sum of the average score and the standard
deviation of the genuine speaker’s test scores (i.e. the scores lying furthest from
the genuine speaker model). The scores for the impostors (V ) represent the
average impostor score minus the standard deviation of the impostor scores (i.e.
the scores closest to the genuine speaker model). Thus the scores are a measure
of how close distributions are to each other. Inspection of the plots shows that
the normalisation has improved the separation for problem speakers such as
Speakers 2, 3 and 20, where the unnormalised system had pronounced overlap
between the genuine speaker and impostor score distributions.

5.4.4

Comparison of V Q and R BF results

In order to quantify the results and to compare them with the classifiers of the
previous chapter, some tests for the word one were run using an RBF classifier.
The network configuration was very similar to that described in Section 4.2. The
true speaker training set consisted of the same utterances as those used for the
VQ codebook generation. A single random utterance was taken from each of the
30 possible impostors as the impostor training set.
In a second test, the RBF network and the VQ system were trained with a
training set containing utterances from all five recording sessions, known as the
temporal variation (TV) training set. The first two utterances from each session
were used to create the training set, so that it had 10 utterances altogether. This
is similar in size to the original training set, but the fact that utterances from later
recordings are included increases the amount of intra-speaker variation present.
The VQ system used the 32-element codebook. The results were evaluated
for the ICN and SLIMS conditions.

5.4.4.1 Results
The results of these tests are shown in Table 5.2. Although the RBF network
gives better results than the VQ system, the improvements are not dramatic.
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Figure 5.14: Degree of overlap between impostor (V ) and genuine speaker (‘o’)
distributions without normalisation.

Figure 5.15: Degree of overlap between impostor (V ) and genuine speaker (‘o’)
distributions with SLIMS normalisation.
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VQ(32)+ICN
VQ(32)+SLIMS
RBF
RBF+SLIMS

d'
4.5
5.0
5.6
4.8

IE(%)

FR(%)

FA(%)

ERR(%)

10.3
9.3
8.4
8.4

4.3
2.8
3.7
2.4

4.4
2.9
3.8
2.4

4.4
2.9
3.8
2.4
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Table 5.2: Comparison of VQ and RBF results (IE = identification error, FR = false
rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

VQ(TV)+ICN
VQ(TV)+SLIMS
RBF(TV)
RBF(TV)+SLIM S

d'
5.4
6.3
7.9
8.2

IE(%)

FR(%)

FA(%)

EER(%)

1.9
1.1
1.1
1.1

0.7
0.2
0.7
0.2

0.8
0.2
0.7
0.2

0.8
0.2
0.7
0.2

Table 5.3: Comparison of temporal variation VQ and RBF results (IE = identification
error, FR = false rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

The average equal error rates for the RBF and VQ systems vary less than the d's.
However, the high d's of the RBF networks represent the large separation in score
distributions that we saw in the classifier results (Figure 4.2). This polarisation
of results is not possible with the VQ system as it did not use discriminative
training. Therefore, one would never expect the VQ d's to be as big as the RBF

d's. In this case, d! is not a suitable measurement for system comparison.

5.4.4.2 Discussion
There are greater differences between the RBF and VQ results when the standard
training set is used than when the temporal variation training set is used. This
would seem to indicate that the RBF has learned to generalise and, hence, can
cope with the unseen recording sessions better than the VQ system, which has
less ability to generalise.

5.4.5

Normalisation by a world model

Normalisation by a world model is an alternative to cohort normalisation. In the
text-dependent case it involves creating a model of the utterance using several
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speakers’ utterances. The test utterance’s score against this world model is then
used to normalise its score against the genuine speaker model. This is done by
dividing the utterance score against the genuine speaker model by that against
the world model, i.e. the ratio of the two distances.
This normalisation method is used quite often in HMM and PNN systems
(Carey and Parris, 1992; Hattori, 1994; Matsui and Furui, 1995). As Carey and
Parris (1992) and Matsui and Furui (1995) both used HMM systems, whose scores
are in the form of log likelihoods, the world model score was subtracted from the
genuine speaker score. In Hattori (1994) the PNN returns a distance score, and,
as in this work, the ratio between the genuine speaker score and the world model
score was used as the normalised score.
The experiments in this section were carried out using a reduced database of
12 speakers, which is described in detail in section 8.3. However, ICN was also
implemented for this database, so that the world-model and ICN methods could
be compared.

5.4.5.1

Experiments

The world model was created in two different ways.

One version used all

12 speakers’ training utterances (the first 10 utterances) to generate the speakerindependent model. The other method used only the fixed impostor cohort set of
6 impostors’ training utterances. Codebooks of 128 and 32 centres were created
for each of the models. ICN was applied using the 5 member cohort described in
section 8.3.

5.4.5.2 Results
The results of using the world model, and a comparison with ICN, are presented
in Table 5.4. Using all possible speakers, the world-model gives the best average
equal error rate results.

The size of the codebook did not seem to be too

important, with little difference in total error rate between the 128 centre and
32 centre codebooks (3.4% vs. 3.5%). However, using the limited set of 5 speakers
is more comparable to ICN where only a subset of the impostors is used to
normalise the score. In that case, ICN is better than the world-model approach,
both in terms of d! and average equal error rate.
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ICN
All (128)
All (32)
Subset (128)
Subset (32)

d'
4.2
4.0
4.1
4.0
4.0

FR(%)

FA(%)

EER(%)

1.7
1.1
1.7
2.8
2.8

3.8
3.6
3.7
5.6
4.7

3.7
3.4
3.5
5.4
4.5
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Table 5.4: Results of using the world model normalisation.

5.4.5.3

Discussion

The world-model normalisation proved to be a successful means of normalising
scores, with a d! of around 4.0 compared to 3.6 for the unnormalised system. This
decrease in error rates has also been found by Matsui and Furui (1995), who got
an average reduction in equal error rates from 4.3% to 1.8% for text-independent
tests using a 60 speaker database.
The advantage of the world-model approach over ICN is the fact that the
test utterance need only be presented to the world model rather than to several
impostor models. The main disadvantage is that it is not as flexible as impostor
cohort normalisation. Impostor cohort normalisation may be speaker-specific,
but a world model approach uses the same model for each speaker. The impostor
cohort may also be varied as speakers are added or removed from the database.
While a world model may also be updated (Matsui and Furui, 1995), the effect
of adding a new speaker may be less pronounced than for ICN, where a speaker
may be removed from the cohort to include the new speaker.

5 .5

D is c u s s io n o f t h e n o r m a lis a t io n r e s u lt s

The model vs. model ranking proved to be a novel way of ranking impostors a

priori , without having to test each speaker model with the impostor training ut
terances. It was then successfully incorporated in impostor cohort normalisation,
which increased the separation between the genuine speaker and impostor cohort
score distributions.
Subtracting the mean of the impostor cohort (SMIC) gave reasonable sepa
ration between the genuine and impostor score distributions, but had one or two
limitations. When the cohort was derived from the lowest scores it was biased
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by the model of the speaker who said the utterance. It also required testing an
utterance against all the impostor models. Choosing a different set of impostors
for each speaker, based on their impostor rankings, gave better separation than
the unnormalised case - but the scores returned were not normalised to a fixed
range like ICN scores.
The ICN method worked well in increasing the separation between the genuine
and impostor distributions. An impostor cohort of approximately 15 impostors
gave good results, without having to test against too many impostors. It also
kept the identification error rate close to that of the unnormalised results. The
other advantage of this normalisation technique was that only a subset of the
impostors was required for testing. This is in contrast to SMIC (using the best
scoring impostors) and SLIMS which require an utterance to be presented to all
possible impostors. Of the 3 selection methods investigated, using the nearest

model vs. model ranked impostors gave the most consistent results for d'.
The SLIMS method gave the best results for the d' separation measure, but
suffers from the fact that it only works for a closed set of speakers. It requires a
test utterance to be presented to all possible impostors and this could be timeconsuming if there was a large database. Also the method would not work as well
if the impostor came from outside the database. So, although the ICN doesn’t
give as great a separation, it has the benefit of being open-set.
The RBF network gave better results than the VQ and normalised VQ systems
for all conditions. However, overall the normalised VQ system performed well
against the discriminating power of the classifying neural network, particularly
when the temporal variation training set was used.
The world model gave similar results to ICN. Its main drawback is that it
isn’t speaker-dependent and thus may serve some speakers better than others.
For this reason it was decided to use the speaker-dependent ICN approach for
the remaining experiments.
The normalisation chosen for the subsequent experiments was ICN with a
cohort of 15 speakers. In the tests just described this had a d' of 4.5 and an
identification error rate of 10.3% compared to a d! of 3.8 and an identification
error rate of 9.3% for the unnormalised system. The increase in d' indicates that
the average equal error rate will be lower, and the score normalisation means
that a single threshold for all speakers can be contemplated. This is investigated
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further in the more comprehensive experiments of the next chapter.

5 .6

S u m m a ry

A new means of a priori ranking impostors has been put forward, which may
be used to select impostors for cohort normalisation.

Several normalisation

methods have been investigated, of which ICN proved to be the most flexible and
consistent. The next chapter gives the results of using this normalisation method
for more comprehensive text-dependent and text-independent experiments.

C hapter 6
V e c t o r q u a n t is a t io n

6 .1

I n t r o d u c t io n

The normalisation experiments of the previous chapter only used the word one.
More comprehensive text-dependent tests were therefore required, the results of
which are presented in this chapter. Tests were also carried out to confirm that
the temporal variation introduced by the multiple recording sessions plays an
important role in speaker recognition. Finally, it was decided to investigate if
the model vs. model impostor rankings and their subsequent use in selecting
normalisation cohorts could be usefully applied to text-independent speaker
recognition.
The following text-dependent experiments used the same speaker set as before,
but included the words one to nine and zero. The text-independent tests were
performed using 38 speakers from the TIMIT database. The results obtained for
these experiments cover both identification and verification. The identification
error rate was calculated for both the unnormalised and ICN conditions, the
verification error rate for the ICN condition only.

6 .2

T e x t-d e p e n d e n t V Q

e x p e r im e n t s

In the following text-dependent experiments, the first two recording sessions were
used as training data and the last three as test data.

This gave a total of

310 (10 x 31) training utterances and 465 (15 x 31) impostor test utterances
per speaker. For identification, this meant that there were 465 test utterances.
For verification, it meant that in total there were a possible 465 false rejections
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Unnormalised
VQ(8)
VQ(32)
VQ(128)

d!
3.1
3.6
3.8

IE(%)
14.4
7.5
6.5
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ICN

d!
4.2
4.6
4.7

IE(%)
15.4
8.3
7.0

FR(%)
5.0
3.2
2.7

FA(%)
5.1
3.3
2.7

EER(%)
5.1
3.3
2.7

Table 6.1: Results of varying the codebook size (IE = identification error, FR = false
rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

and a possible 13,950 (15 x 30 x 31) false acceptances per word.

6.2.1

Varying the size of the codebook

One of the most important aspects of vector quantisation is the size of the
codebook (Booth et al., 1993; Picone, 1993; Yu et al., 1995).

In general, it

was found that the larger the codebook the better the results, though the
improvements usually became less pronounced as the size of the codebooks
increased. In order to quantify our results properly, varying sizes of codebooks
were tested to examine their effect on the results. Three sizes of codebook were
tried: 8, 32 and 128. These tests are referred to as VQ(8), VQ(32) and VQ(128)
respectively.

6.2.1.1

R esu lts

The results for the variation of codebook size are shown in Table 6.1. Increasing
the size of the codebook leads to improvements for all error measurements.
However, it does suffer from the law of diminishing returns, as the benefit of
increasing the codebook size from 32 to 128 is not as marked as that of increasing
the codebook size from 8 to 32.

6.2.1.2

D iscussion

In the case of varying the size of the codebook, it is clear that increasing the
complexity of the system can increase the recognition rates.

However, there

are limits to how far system complexity can be increased before the greater
computational burden outweighs the benefits in recognition rates. This finding is
in keeping with the results from Yu et al. (1995). Using the same database and
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test conditions, they found that a 32-element codebook, though not optimal, was
deemed to be sufficient to model a speaker.
It is also possible to reach a stage where there are not enough training data for
very large codebooks. In extremis, each vector in each training utterance would
be a codebook element. Booth et al. (1993) found that verification performance
degraded when there weren’t enough training examples for the larger codebooks.
On the basis of these results a 32-element codebook was chosen for all subsequent
experiments.

6.2.2

Delta cepstrum

One way of improving recognition performance is the inclusion of more speaker
relevant information. One such feature is the delta cepstrum, which has been
found to improve error rates for some speaker recognition systems (Picone, 1993;
Rosenberg and Soong, 1987). The second-order delta cepstrum for a frame i is
calculated as follows:

Q+2

c-

5 i_

Q—
2
5

where Si are the delta cepstral coefficients for frame i, Cj+ 2 are the cepstral
coefficients for frame i + 2 and

2

are the cepstral coefficients for frame i — 2.

The delta cepstrum vectors were combined with cepstral vectors to form vectors
of 24 elements.

6.2.2.1

R e su lts

A comparison of the results for a 32-element codebook with and without delta
cepstral coefficients is shown in Table 6.2. The benefit of using the delta cepstrum
is that the identification error is decreased. W ithout normalisation, the d! is
actually less than that for the baseline system (4.3 vs. 3.6). However, as ICN
relies on the identification error rate to normalise the scores, the ICN error rates
are lower for the delta cepstrum than the basic system (2.1% vs. 3.3%). In fact,
the ICN verification error using the delta cepstrum is better than any codebook
created without use of the delta cepstrum.
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Unnormalised
VQ(32)
VQ(delta)

d!
3.6
3.4

IE(%)
7.5
4.4
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ICN

d'
4.6
5.1

IE(%)
8.3
5.0

FR(%)
3.2
2.1

FA(%)
3.3
2.1

EER(%)
3.3
2.1

Table 6.2: Results of incorporating the delta cepstrum (IE = identification error, FR
= false rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

6.2.2.2

D iscussion

In keeping with the results of Rosenberg and Soong (1987), the addition of the
delta cepstral coefficients proved to be an effective way of improving the results,
in particular the identification error rate. This information proved to be useful in
discriminating between speakers, without increasing the computational burden
as much as the 128-element codebook. The overall size of the codebook was only
twice that of the original 32-element codebook, compared to four times as large
for the 128-element codebook. The delta cepstrum also outperformed the 128element codebook, giving a better increase in performance for a lower increase in
computation.

6.2.3

Temporal variation

One of the most important aspects of this database is the fact that the recordings
were made over 5 sessions. As the speaker models were constructed from the
first two sessions, they contain less intra-speaker information variation than if
recordings from all 5 sessions were used.
In order to confirm the importance of temporal variation and to quantify it
for this database, new models were created that used the first 2 repetitions from
each of the 5 sessions to incorporate temporal variation into the model. In the
previous experiments the speaker model had no information about the speaker’s
voice in the final 3 sessions. This test used a 32-element codebook and is referred
to as VQ(TV).

6.2.3.1

R esu lts

The results for the codebooks generated using utterances from all recording
sessions are presented in Table 6.3. The final total error rate of 1.0% is less than
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Unnormalised
VQ(32)
VQ(TV)

d!
3.6
4.2

IE(%)
7.5
1.8
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ICN

d'
4.6
5.3

IE(%)
8.3
2.0

FR(%)
3.2
1.0

FA(%)
3.3
1.0

EER(%)
3.3
1.0

Table 6.3: Results of incorporating utterances from each recording session (IE =
identification error, FR = false rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal
error rate).

a third of the original rate of 3.3% and less than half that using delta cepstral
coefficients (2.1%).

6.2.3.2

D iscussion

The importance of temporal variation is made clear by the results, which show
that the inclusion of utterances from all recording sessions dramatically reduces
the error rates. The d! increases from 3.6 to 4.2 and the average EER falls from
3.3% to 1.0%. This trend has been found by other researchers when training
data is taken from more than one recording session. Furui (1986) found that if
training utterances were recorded over as long a period as 10 months, then error
rates could be decreased by 50%, and that 95% accuracy could be obtained, even
if the interval between training and test speech is more than three months. Yu et

al. (1995), using the Millar database, noted a pronounced drop in identification
error rates as soon as data from the second recording session were added to a
training set which consisted of utterances from the first recording session only.
This indicates that a major reason for the less than perfect performance is that
the information in the first two recording sessions encompasses less intra-speaker
variation than the utterances which are taken from each of the recording sessions.
This kind of problem is extremely difficult to overcome, though Rosenberg and
Soong (1987) used a somewhat idealised means of updating speaker models, which
reduced the error rate from 7.5% to 4.9% for single-digit text-dependent tests.

6.2.4

Using more than one word

We saw in Chapter 5 that a speaker’s impostor rankings varied from word to
word. Therefore, it seemed likely that combining the results from several words
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Figure 6.1: Relationship between ICN threshold and overall verification error.
together would improve the performance because any single impostor would find
it hard to impersonate the genuine speaker across several words.
Furthermore, examination of the word error rates shows that some words are
significantly better for recognition purposes than others. This is shown in the
upper graph of Figure 6.1 where the word zero (word index 10) has the lowest
error rate and four has the worst.

6.2.4.1

R esults

Results were obtained by summing the scores of different utterances from the
different words together. In Figure 6.2 the difference between using the words in
a random order and using the best words first is highlighted. By starting with
the best words first (which has an error rate of 0% after 2 words), the error rate
can be reduced significantly faster than by using the words in a random order
(which has an error rate of 0% after 4 words).

6.2.4.2

D iscussion

The results show the benefit of using more than one word.

By adding the

words scores together, the identification error rate drops dramatically.

This
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Figure 6.2: The average identification error rate when using more than one word
= using randomly selected word order, ‘— ’ = using the best words in order).
improvement is even more pronounced if the best words are used first, with
0% identification error rate if 3 words are used. This improvement in performance
would be mirrored in the ICN verification error rate, as it is dependent on the
identification error rate.

Similar results for using more than one word were

found by Hannah (1997) and Rosenberg and Soong (1987), where the error rate
decreased from 7.5% for single-digit tests to 0.8% for seven-digit tests. Carey and
Parris (1992) found that concatentating two five-digit strings together reduced
the equal error rate from 1.4% to 0.4%, while Booth et al. (1993) got a reduction
in the equal error rate from 17.3% for single-utterance tests to 3.3% for tenutterance tests.

6.2.5

T hresholding

Using ICN, the results have been normalised in terms of the number of standard
deviations away from the mean score. As the normalised scores now lie within
the same range, a single speaker-independent threshold may be set for each word,
which meant setting ten thresholds. The threshold was set by minimising the
difference between the false rejection and false acceptance error rates (because of
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VQ(32)
VQ(delta)
VQ(TV)

FR(%)
4.3
2.2
0.7

ICN
FA(%)
4.4
2.2
0.8
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EER(%)
4.4
2.2
0.8

Table 6.4: Results for the word one using a single threshold for all speakers (FR =
false rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

quantisation it was not always possible to make the error rates equal). Figure 6.1
shows the relationship between threshold and overall verification error.

The

higher the error rate, the higher the threshold, as the poorer models generate
genuine speaker scores that are further from the model.
Speaker-specific thresholds were set for the word one to determine whether
there was a significant difference between using a single threshold for a word or
setting an individual threshold for each speaker.
6.2.5.1

R esults

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 emphasise the difference between setting a speaker-independent
threshold for each word and setting an individual threshold for each speaker.
Table 6.4 shows the error rates for the word one using ICN and a single threshold
for all speakers. Table 6.5 shows the effect of setting a separate threshold for
each speaker. The results make two things clear. The first is that setting a single
common threshold is worse than setting an individual threshold for each speaker.
Taking VQ(32) as an example, the average equal error rate for a fixed threshold
is 4.4% compared to 1.8% for individual thresholds. This trend also occurs for
the delta cepstrum and temporal variation results. The second is that even when
a separate threshold is set for each speaker, ICN still improves the error rate
over the unnormalised system. Again, taking VQ(32) as an example, the average
equal error rate is 5.4% without normalisation compared to 1.8% using ICN.
6.2.5.2

Discussion

Although using a speaker-independent threshold per word is an attractive
proposition, the results are markedly worse than setting individual thresholds for
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VQ (delta)
VQ(TV)
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Unnormalised
FR(%) FA(%) EER(%)
4.1
5.4
5.4
4.4
3.0
4.5
0.4
1.9
1.9
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FR(%)
1.7
0.4
0.0

ICN
FA(%)
2.7
1.4
0.4

EER(%)
1.8
1.3
0.4

Table 6.5: Results for the word one using an individual threshold for each speaker (FR
= false rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

each speaker. In each case, setting a speaker-specific threshold reduced the error
rates by nearly 50%. For this reason the average equal error rate was determined
using individual thresholds for the experiments in the remaining chapters.

6.2.6

D iscussion of th e text-d ep en d en t results

Each of the above results tells us something important about the speaker
recognition problem. They confirm that ICN is a good way of normalising results
for verification, as well as confirming the problem of temporal variation as one
of the biggest hindrances to success. They also highlight that some words are
better for distinguishing between speakers than others. Finally, setting a single
threshold per word is not as successful as setting speaker-specific thresholds.

6.3

Text-independent VQ experiments

Although score normalisation had been shown to work for the text-dependent
case, it had yet to be tested for the text-independent case. The tests used the
TIMIT database (c.f. section 2.6). VQ codebooks of 256 elements were used to
model the speakers.
In one set of experiments, the seven SA and SX sentences were used as training
sentences and three SI sentences for testing. As there were only three genuine
speaker test utterances, a meaningful d! could not be generated for these results.
The d! depends on the standard deviation of the genuine speaker scores and
three scores is too few for this to be calculated meaningfully. For identification,
there were 114 (3 x 38) test utterances. For verification, there were a possible
114 (3 x 38) false rejections and a possible 4218 (3 x 37 x 38) false acceptances.
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In a second test, only the five SX sentences were used for training and the
SX and SI sentences were used for testing. This meant that there were five
genuine speaker test utterances and so a meaningful d! could be calculated. For
identification there were 190 (5 x 38) test utterances. For verification there were
a possible 190 (5 x 38) false rejections and a possible 7030 (5 x 37 x 38) false
acceptances.

6.3.1

Im postor ranking

Although the impostor ranking had worked well in the text-dependent case, there
may be problems with the text-independent case. The reason is that in the textdependent case the ranking of the impostors varied for each word and therefore
no speaker consistently impersonated another for every word. As TI inherently
uses many words, the impostors may vary so much from word to word, that the
difference in ranking may not be as pronounced. However, tests showed that
the ranking of the impostors did correlate well with the results of the tests. An
example of the ranking is shown for Speaker 6 in Figure 6.3. The model vs. model
scores are represented by V and the test vs. model scores by ‘o’. One of the
utterances for Speaker 21 appears to score very well against Speaker 6’s model.
In fact, this utterance scored well against all models and was found to be badly
endpointed with almost half the utterance consisting of silence. This would seem
to indicate that an utterance with a lot of silence may be prone to impersonate
other speakers more than a well-endpointed utterance.
The rankings were tested for two cases.

In the first case, the SA and

SX sentences were used to create the model and the SI to test it. In the second
instance, only the SX sentences were used to create the model and the SA and
SI sentences to test it. The average |rm —rr\ value, calculated using only SI test
utterances, was around 4 places. It was around 5 places for the SA+SI tests,
indicating the loss of information in the model when only the SX sentences
are used for training. (Random rankings had an average difference of around
12 places.) This is very similar to the average ranking difference of around 4
for the test utterances in the text-dependent case. Because the text-independent
data were recorded in a single session, one might expect the average ranking
difference to be smaller than for the text-dependent BT Millar data, as the latter
are subject to inter-session variability. However, the text-independent models
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Figure 6.3: Utterance (‘o’) and model vs. model (V) scores for Speaker 6.

VQ(256)

Average ranking difference
SA+SI
SI
4.2
5.2

Table 6.6: Average difference in impostor ranking for the text-independent models.

are much more general than the text-dependent models, where only a limited
number of phonemes and contexts are being considered. These two competing
factors appear to balance one another.
As the ranking was successful, it was used to generate the impostor cohort for
ICN as in the text-dependent case (c.f. section 5.3).

6.3.2

IC N and delta cepstrum

The first experiment tested whether the delta-cepstrum, which decreased the
error rates for the text-dependent case, is also of benefit in the text-independent
case. As the sentences used for training contain more frames than the textdependent words, larger codebooks are required to model each speaker.

A

codebook of 256 elements was found to be large enough. Then delta cepstral
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VQ(256)
VQ(delta)

Unnormalised
IE(%)
0.0
0.0

IE(%)
0.0
0.0
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ICN
FR(%) FA(%)
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.2

EER(%)
0.1
0.2

Table 6.7: Results of incorporating the delta cepstrum for the text-independent tests
(IE = identification error, FR = false rejection, FA = false acceptance, EER = average
equal error rate).

coefficients were added to the cepstral vectors and a new set of codebooks
generated (c.f. section 6.2.2).
6.3.2.1

R esults

The results for the cepstral vectors both with and without the delta cepstral
coefficients are given in Table 6.7. Without normalisation, both cases have zero
identification error by the end of the sentences. However, the results for the
impostor cohort normalisation indicate that using the delta cepstral coefficients
is not beneficial for text-independent speaker verification. In the delta cepstrum
case the false acceptance rate is three times that of the ordinary system, though
both error rates are very low (0.2% and 0.1% respectively).
6.3.2.2

Discussion

The text-independent VQ results indicated that ICN could be used successfully
for the text-independent situation.

This was because the speaker rankings,

based on the model vs. model tests, worked for text-independent as well as textdependent tests. The VQ+ICN system has an identification error of 0.0% at
3 seconds, which is better than an identification error of 0.6% for a classifying RBF
system trained using the same speaker set (Fredrickson and Tarassenko, 1995).
The use of delta cepstral coefficients did not improve the text-independent
results. This is not in keeping with the results of Rosenberg and Soong (1987),
who found that combining LPCC and delta-cepstra led to a drop in identification
error rates from 18.0% to 7.5%. In contrast to our experiments, the test utterance
(a digit) was part of the original training set. However, Thevenaz and Hiigli
(1995), in a series of experiments using different training and test sets, also found
that the delta cepstrum did not improve the results. The most probable reason is
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that the delta cepstrum acts as a context enhancer (i.e. it depends on the vectors
that come before and after the frame in question) and as phonemes may find
themselves in different contexts for text-independence tasks, the delta cepstrum
was less useful than in the text-dependent case, where the context of a phoneme
does not change.

6.3.3

Variation o f th e training set

In order to test the effect of constraining the test utterances presented to the
text-independent model (i.e. making every speaker use the same phrase, rather
than each speaker saying something different), models were created using only
the SX sentences, and the SA and SI sentences were used for testing. This meant
that the text-independent models would be tested using both text-dependent (the
SA sentences were the same for every speaker) and text-independent sentences
(the SI sentences varied from speaker to speaker). Testing with the SA sentences
reduces the variation in utterance content normally associated with testing textindependent models.
6.3.3.1

R esults

The results for using only the SX sentences for training are presented in Table 6.8.
They show that the reduction in training information increases the error rates
compared to using both SA and SX sentences for training (VQ(256)). However,
of the two test sets, the SA sentences had fewer errors, with an identification
error of 0.0% and an average equal error rate of 0.4% compared to 0.9% and 0.9%
for the SI sentences. A graph showing the decay in total identification error rate
as the length of the test utterance is increased is given in Figure 6.4.
6.3.3.2

Discussion

Though the error rates increased when the SA sentences were moved from the
training to the test sets, the text-dependent SA sentences got lower error rates
than the text-independent SI sentences.
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VQ(256)
SA
SI
SA+SI

V E C T O R Q U A N T IS A T IO N

Unnormalised
d'
IE(%)
0.0
0.0
0.9
4.3
0.5

d!

5.9

IE(%)
0.0
0.0
4.4
2.6
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ICN
FR(%) FA(%)
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.4
0.9
0.9
0.5
0.5

EER(%)
0.1
0.4
0.9
0.5

Table 6.8: Results of using only the SX sentences for training and the SA and SI
sentences for testing (IE = identification error, FR = false rejection, FA = false
acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

Figure 6.4: The average identification error rate for the text-independent experiments
using both SA and SI sentences for testing.

6.3.4

D iscussion of th e text-in depend en t results

The experiments have shown that model vs. model ranking is applicable to
the text-independent case. They have also shown that ICN improves on the
unnormalised results and that the delta cepstrum does not have the same benefit
as it does in the text-dependent case. Finally, constraining the input to the
text-independent speaker models gives lower error rates than text-independent
testing.
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Summary

The VQ tests, both text-dependent and text-independent, have served to show
the usefulness of ICN in lowering verification error rates and have also created
a base-line system against which further work may be judged. Now distance
models using predictive neural networks and impostor cohort normalisation are
investigated in the next chapter.
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7.1 Introduction
Having found a suitable score normalisation method in Chapter 5, and proved
its usefulness for both text-dependent and text-independent tests in Chapter 6,
neural network distance models may now be investigated. This chapter covers
both text-dependent and text-independent experiments using predictive neural
networks, as well as methods of rejecting frames with low discriminating power.
Predictive neural networks (PNN) may be used to create speaker models with
out the use of discriminative training (Ambikairajah, Keane, Kelly, Kilamartin
and Tatterstall, 1993; Artieres and Gallinari, 1993; Hattori, 1992). They use only
genuine speaker information to create a non-linear model of the genuine speaker’s
speaking characteristics. Hence, addition of new speakers to the database doesn’t
require any retraining of the networks, which is a possibility with classifying neu
ral networks. Most predictive neural networks work on the basis of predicting the
next frame in a sequence of the previous frames (Artieres and Gallinari, 1994).
Using back-propagation or a similar algorithm, the networks are trained to min
imise the difference between the predicted frame and the actual frame. The
non-linearity of the networks is very important in capturing the speaker charac
teristics (Hattori, 1994). However, as the predictive neural networks also encode
the speech as well as the speaker information, there is a lot of redundant infor
mation in the speaker model.
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Text-dependent experiments

Predictive neural networks have been used for text-dependent speaker recognition
(Ambikairajah et al., 1993), though they are more commonly used for the textindependent case. The experiments reported here used the 31 male speakers from
the BT Millar database saying the word one (c.f. section 2.5), which was used
for the normalisation experiments in Chapter 5.
The basic network consisted of 2 input frames and 1 output frame. This
was based on the model used by Hattori (1994) for his predictive neural network
experiments. As each frame consisted of 12 cepstral coefficients, there were 24
input and 12 output parameters. The number of hidden nodes was varied as part
of the experiments.

7.2.1

N etw ork size

The number of nodes in the hidden layer was varied while the numbers of inputs
and outputs were kept constant. If there are too few hidden nodes the data
may not be modelled properly, but if there are too many hidden nodes then the
network may overfit the data and reduce its ability to generalise.
7.2.1.1

R esu lts

The results of varying the size of the hidden layer are shown in Figure 7.1.
d! increases initially as the number of nodes increases, but begins to drop again
as too many nodes are used. The identification error follows a similar pattern,
with the highest error rates for 1 and 6 hidden nodes.
7.2.1.2

D iscussion

The results fitted the expected pattern, with too few nodes being inadequate
to model the data, and too many nodes overfitting the data. On balance, 3 or
4 hidden nodes gave the best results.

7.2.2

Error rates

To quantify the error rates of the PNN, a predictive neural network with 3 hidden
nodes was compared to the standard 32-element VQ system of the last chapter
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Figure 7.1: Results of varying the number of hidden nodes for the text-dependent case.

PNN
VQ(32)

d'
3.4
3.8

IE(%)
16.3
9.3

FR(%)
6.5
4.1

FA(%)
8.1
5.4

EER(%)
8.1
5.4

Table 7.1: Results for the text-dependent predictive neural networks.

for the 31 speakers saying the word one. The results were evaluated for d', the
identification error and the average equal error rate using no normalisation and
individual thresholds.
7.2.2.1

R esu lts

The results using PNN with 3 hidden nodes compared to the standard VQ system
are given in Table 7.1. d' for the PNN is lower than that for the VQ (3.4 vs. 3.8)
and the average EER is much higher (8.1% vs. 5.4%). However, a weakness of
the PNN results is the identification error rate, which at 16.3% is nearly twice
that of the VQ system (9.3%).
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D iscussion

The high identification error of the predictive neural network means that using
the impostor cohort normalisation, which depends on good identification results,
would be less successful for the PNN system than for the VQ system. So although
the network has achieved reasonable separation between genuine speaker and
impostor score distributions, with a d! of 3.4, it is not amenable to improvement
through impostor normalisation because of its poor identification error rate.

7.2.3

D iscussion o f th e text-d ep en d en t results

With an identification error rate nearly twice that of the VQ system, the PNN
system implemented would require some modification to be useful for textdependent speaker recognition. The high identification error rate means that
score normalisation based on impostor cohorts would not be as successful as for
the VQ case. This isn’t to say that the PNN’s didn’t learn some speaker-specific
characteristics, as shown by a d! of 3.4 compared to that of 3.8 for the VQ system.

7.3

Text-independent experiments

These experiments used the SX sentences for training and the SA and SI sentences
for testing, as used by Artieres and Gallinari (1993). The basic network consisted
of 2 input frames and 1 output frame. This structure was also used by Artieres
and Gallinari (1993) for predictive neural network experiments using the same
database. As each frame consisted of 12 cepstral coefficients there were 24 input
and 12 output parameters. The number of hidden nodes was varied as part of
the experiments.

7.3.1

N etw ork size

Similar to the previous text-dependent experiment, the number of nodes in the
hidden layer was varied to determine how it affected the success of the network.
A balance has to be struck between having enough nodes to model the speaker
information and having too many nodes, leading to overfitting of the data which
reduces the ability of the network to generalise (Hattori, 1993). The number of
inputs and outputs was kept constant.
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Figure 7.2: Results of varying the number of hidden nodes for the text-independent
case (using both SA and SI test sentences).
7.3.1.1

R esu lts

The results for varying the size of the hidden layer (Figure 7.2) show that
6 hidden nodes gives the best results in this case.

Anything else leads to

poorer generalisation, d! is similar for 4, 5, 6 and 7 hidden nodes, though the
identification error varied more markedly.
The percentage identification error for the SA and SI sentences is shown
in Table 7.2. The SA sentences consistently had a lower error rate than the
SI sentences. The SA sentences are the same for all speakers and, therefore, are
comparable to a text-dependent test of the text-independent speaker model.
7.3.1.2

D iscussion

Again we have seen a pattern similar to that for the text-dependent case, with
too few and too many nodes producing poorer results. This dependence on the
number of hidden nodes is in keeping with the findings of other researchers
(Artieres, 1995a; Hattori, 1993), but the results cannot be compared as they
used different numbers of inputs and outputs. Furthermore, the identification
error for the text-dependent SA sentences is lower than for the text-independent
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Nodes
2
4
5
6
7
8
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Identification error (%)
SA
SI
7.9
14.9
2.6
10.5
2.6
5.3
0.0
6.1
6.6
9.7
9.2
13.2

Table 7.2: Variation in identification error for the SA and SI sentences as the number
of hidden nodes is increased.

SI sentences, as found in the last chapter (c.f. section 6.3.3). This finding was
not reported by Artieres and Gallinari (1993) who tested with both SA and
SI sentences. Hattori (1992) also trained with SX sentences, but tested with only
SI sentences.

7.3.2

Frame rejection

Many researchers have tried to reject frames that don’t have a high discrimination
factor (Artieres and Gallinari, 1993; Li and Porter, 1988). These are frames that
are not very distinctive of the genuine speaker and could easily be mistaken as
belonging to an impostor. Artieres and Gallinari (1993) found that using highly
distinctive frames, picked by hand, it is possible to identify speakers using as few
as 10 frames. However, picking such frames automatically has proved to be very
difficult. Two methods, based on the frame scores for all speaker models, were
considered.
In the first method, the frames are ranked with respect to the standard
deviation of the scores across all speaker models for each frame. Li and Porter
(1988) found that the genuine speaker’s score was more likely to be the lowest
for frames that had a large standard deviation of scores. Thus, only using frames
that had a large standard deviation in their scores should give better results. A
gradually increasing percentage of the frames with the largest standard deviation
of scores was used to calculate the results.
In the second method, frame score normalisation (FSN), each speaker’s score
for a frame was normalised with respect to the standard deviation of that frame’s
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scores against the other speakers’ models. Given a frame z, from a sentence with
N frames, the frame normalised score is calculated as follows:
i

__

SFSN -

—ri^Ai m p
~i

gen

u im p

where slFSN is the normalised score for frame z, sgen is the original genuine speaker
model score for frame z and iTimp the mean and a\mp the standard deviation of
the impostor scores for frame z. Using all possible frames, the final score for a
sentence with N frames is:
*5FSN
where

Sfsn

1 * .
^ ] Sgen

is the final score and slgen is the frame normalised score for frame z.

These normalised scores emphasise when a speaker’s score for that frame is
considerably lower or higher than the overall distribution of scores. As the genuine
speaker model should create some of the lowest errors, this normalisation should
emphasise the genuine speaker scores. The percentage of best normalised scores
for each speaker was varied from 10% to 100%.
7.3.2.1

R esu lts

Figure 7.3 shows how the identification error and d! vary with the percentage
of large standard deviations used. It is clear that the use of frame scores on
the basis of their standard deviations leads to only minor variation in the d!
separation of the genuine and impostor speaker distributions. There is, however,
considerable variation in the identification error. Using only the top 10% of
the largest standard deviation frames, there was an error rate of 34.3%. Only
when 60% or more of the frames are used does the error rate return to the levels
associated with no frame rejection.
The reason why using the largest standard deviation frames does not improve
the results is shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Figure 7.4 shows a good example
of how the genuine speaker scores tend to be toward the bottom of the larger
standard deviations, as found by Li and Porter (1988). However, as the poor
example in Figure 7.5 shows, this phenomenon does not always occur. Here, the
genuine speaker scores fail to fall at the lower edge of the larger distributions.
This indicates that the genuine speaker model is not modelling the speaker’s voice
as well as the impostor models.
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Figure 7.3: Results of varying the percentage of frames with large score standard
deviations used to generate scores.
Figure 7.6 shows how using the best frame normalised scores for each speaker
affects the results.

When 50% or more of the frame normalised scores are

used the identification error rate is around that of the basic system.

For

certain percentages, the identification error rate is actually less than that for
the unnormalised system. However, the d! for these scores is much higher (4.5)
(Figure 7.6) than for the basic system (3.5) (Figure 7.2). So using the frame
normalised scores helps to separate the genuine and impostor distributions.
7.3.2.2

D iscussion

Of the two methods, frame score normalisation produced better results than
rejecting frames on the basis of the standard deviation of the frame scores.
However, there is little to be gained from rejecting frames on the basis of their
frame normalised scores, as using 100% of the frames gives similar results to
using 40%. So FSN may be used as a score normaliser rather than as a means of
rejecting less discriminant frames.
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Figure 7.4: An example of a sentence where the genuine speaker scores fall at the lower
edges of the larger standard deviations (V = genuine speaker scores and = impostor
scores).

Figure 7.5: An example of a sentence where many of the genuine speaker scores do not
fall at the lower edges of the larger standard deviations (V = genuine speaker scores
and *■’ = impostor scores).
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Figure 7.6: Results of varying the percentage of best normalised frame scores used to
generate scores.

VQ,PNN
VQ,VQM
PNN,VQM

Average ranking
difference
4.7
5.2
6.5

Table 7.3: Average difference in impostor position between the PNN, VQ and VQ model
vs. model (VQM) rankings.

7.3.3

Im postor cohort norm alisation

The impostor cohort normalisation method (c.f. section 5.4.2) was also investi
gated. Two methods of selecting the impostors for the cohort were investigated.
The first used randomly selected impostors from the speaker population. The
second used impostors chosen on the basis of the impostor rankings using VQ
codebooks (c.f. section 6.3.1). The differences between the PNN, the VQ and the
VQ model vs. model (VQM) rankings are given in Table 7.3. The difference of
6.5 indicates that there is some correlation between the PNN and VQM rankings,
though not as much as between the VQM and VQ rankings (5.2).
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Figure 7.7: Results of varying the number of impostors in the cohort (‘- ’ = cohort
based on VQ impostor rankings,
= cohort based on random selection from the
impostors).
Using ICN to normalise predictive neural network scores is in contrast to the
work done by Hattori (1994). In that case, rather than test an utterance against
several impostors’ models, a single model of the impostor population was created.
The test utterance was then presented to both the genuine speaker model and
the generalised impostor model. The score from the generalised impostor model
was then used to normalise the genuine speaker model’s score.
7.3.3.1

R esu lts

The results of using the randomly-selected impostor cohort and the VQ selected
cohort are shown in Figure 7.7. The impostor cohort picked on the basis of
the impostor rankings from a VQ test proved to be more consistent than the
random selection of impostors. The d! generated using ICN is larger than that
achieved using FSN. An impostor cohort of 15 speakers, based on the VQ impostor
rankings, was used for the subsequent tests.
The results in Table 7.4 compare the average error rates using the various
methods. It is clear that both ICN and FSN are an improvement on the basic
system. ICN (1.5%) appears to be slightly better than FSN (2.0%), while a
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PNN
FSN
ICN
FSN+ICN
VQ(32)+ICN

d'
3.5
4.5
4.8
4.8
5.9

FR(%)
1.1
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

FA(%)
6.0
2.0
1.6
1.4
0.6
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EER(%)
6.0
2.0
1.5
1.4
0.6

Table 7.4: Results for the PNN using normalisations (PNN = unnormalised system,
FSN = frame score normalisation, ICN = impostor cohort normalisation, FR = false
rejection and FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

combination of the two (1.4%) doesn’t give any major advantage over ICN on its
own.

7.3.4

D iscussion o f th e text-in d ep en d en t results

The success of predictive neural networks for speaker recognition is highly
dependent on the number of hidden nodes used. This may be a limitation, as it
means a system may not be developed without preliminary testing to optimise
the network architecture.
The fact that the SA sentences get lower error rates than the SI sentences
indicates that using text-dependent tests (in that all speakers say the same test
phrase) on a text-independent speaker model gives better results than pure textindependent tests. One reason for this may be that the training data model
the SA sentences better than the SI sentences. Also, impostor models may model
certain phonemes better then the genuine speaker model, if that phoneme is more
prominent in the impostor training set than the genuine speaker training set.
Rejecting frames on the basis of the standard deviation of the frame scores
was not beneficial. However, normalisation of the frame scores with respect to
the scores for other models did lead to a considerable improvement in d! and the
average EER.
The tests using ICN showed that VQ speaker rankings can be used to form
impostor cohorts for PNN systems. The ICN method itself also worked well for
PNNs. Both ICN and FSN seemed to perform a similar function. Using both
together was only marginally better than using either method alone.
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Although the basic PNN system implemented here can benefit from normal
isation, it is not as good as a VQ system (Finan, Sapeluk and Damper, 1997b).
However, multi-state ergodic PNN models allow more comprehensive modelling
of the speaker. For a subset of 20 female speakers from the TIMIT database,
Hattori (1994) got identification error rates of 4.3% for a 1-state model and 0%
for a 4-state ergodic model using complete sentences. Further improvements may
be achieved by training the multi-state neural networks using Viterbi training
(Rabiner, 1989). Artieres and Gallinari (1995b) achieved recognition rates of
over 95% for 1.5 seconds of speech tested on 3-state ergodic models trained using
the Viterbi algorithm. The basic normalised VQ system of the last chapter had
an error rate of 4.7% for 1.5 seconds (see Figure 6.4).
As both the VQ and PNN systems were using the same feature set and
achieving similar results, it was felt that a better speaker recognition system
might be developed through enhancing the feature set being presented rather than
changing the recognition technique. This depenence on the cepstrum (whether
LPCC or MFCC) as the predominant feature set in speaker recognition has
also been questioned by Furui (1997). He proposes that the inclusion of other
features may be required in order to improve the performance of current speaker
recognition systems. To this end the next chapter investigates the use of the
LP residual as a feature set, both on its own and in combination with the LPCCbased recognition system.

7.4 Summary
This chapter has investigated the use of predictive neural networks for textdependent and text-independent speaker recognition. Although frame rejection
and score normalisation helped to improve the results, the final results were
poorer than those of the VQ system. The next chapter investigates whether
better performance might be achieved by looking at a different feature set, rather
than the recognition method.
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Introduction

In Chapter 8 we saw that, whether a VQ or multi-state ergodic PNN system is
used, the results using the LPCC feature set are similar. This raised the question
of whether the LPCC feature set, rather than the recognition system, may be the
limiting factor in lowering the error rates. Although cepstral coefficients (be they
linear prediction or mel-frequency) are one of the best speaker recognition feature
sets, it may be that better performance may be achieved through enhancing the
feature set by providing complementary information.
Further evidence that the cepstrum may be limited in its ability to represent
speaker-dependent characteristics is more subjective. When studying the results
of previous experiments, it was clear that utterances the cepstral-based represen
tation found to be similar were not necessarily similar to the human ear. Quite
often no similarity could be heard between the impostor and genuine speaker
utterances, though similarities were quite clear for the genuine speaker’s own ut
terances. This would seem to imply that the cepstral feature set fails to detect
acoustic cues that the human ear does.
In his review of speaker recognition technology, Furui (1997) askes 16 questions
that are central to advancing the field of speaker recognition. Several of the
questions concern the dependence of recognition systems on the cepstrum and
whether other features could be found to enhance recognition rates. One feature
that may complement the LPCC is the linear prediction residual, as it corresponds
to that element of the speech waveform not modelled by the LP-derived cepstral
coefficients.

This chapter looks at the speaker-dependent information in the
91
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LP residual and whether it can be used to enhance the information already present
in the LP cepstrum.

8.2

LP residual

One of the most obvious sources of speaker-dependent information, other than
the LP cepstral coefficients, comes from linear predictive analysis itself. For a
given frame of speech, linear predictive analysis produces filter coefficients, a
gain factor and an error signal (Atal and Hanauer, 1971). The LP coefficients
represent a filter whose frequency response models that of the vocal and nasal
tracts. The gain is a measure of the energy of the frame. The error signal is
the difference between the predicted signal and the actual signal. As LP analysis
is supposed to separate the excitation source and the frequency response of the
vocal and nasal tracts, the error signal is a model of the excitation signal. While
the linear predictive coefficients are used to generate the cepstral coefficients, the
gain and error signal are most often ignored.
The excitation signal does have speaker-dependent properties. Most often,
it is modelled as the pitch or fundamental frequency / G, i.e. the rate of
excitation of the vocal cords, though it can be problematic to extract it
reliably (Furui, 1994; Matsui and Furui, 1990). On its own, pitch is a poorer
speaker recognition feature than the traditional LPCC (Atal, 1976; Dubreucq
and Vloeberghs, 1994), though when used in combination with the LPCC it can
lead to reductions in the error rates (Dubreucq and Vloeberghs, 1994).
However, there is reason to believe that the actual excitation waveform itself,
rather than just the frequency of excitation, may contain speaker-dependent
information. Thevenaz and Hiigli (1995) have investigated using the LP residual
as a speaker recognition feature, both alone and combined with LP cepstral
coefficients. The LP residual was modelled using the real cepstrum (the inverse
FFT of the log-spectrum), which for voiced speech has a peak marking the
period of the excitation frequency. In a series of text-independent verification
tests, it was found that combining the results of the LPCC and the LP residual
recognisers together gave lower error rates than either the LPCC on its own or
the combination of results from different LPCC-based recognisers. This suggests
that the LP residual does have information complementary to the LP cepstral
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coefficients.

8.3

Restricted database

Because of the overheads associated with the following experiments and those of
the next chapter, it was necessary to create a restricted database. This consisted
of 12 speakers saying the word seven. The word seven was chosen because it
contains voiced, mixed and unvoiced excitation. Although considerably smaller
than the original population of 31 speakers, the 12 speakers chosen were hand
picked, allowing the creation of a database with many of the worst speakers and
some good speakers. A list of the speakers used for this reduced database may
be found in Appendix B.
The purpose of selecting the worst speakers was to see if any of the new
approaches improved their performance, while the good speakers were included
to make sure that it didn’t make their performance any worse.

In speaker

identification tests, Thompson and Mason (1994) found that the 10% ‘poorest’
performing speakers accounted for almost one third of the total errors for the
system. Thus improving the results for the poorest speakers should improve the
overall results.
The shift in emphasis to focus on the poorer speakers is clear in the comparison
of the individual d's and average equal error rates shown in Figure 8.1, and the
overall results for the two databases, given in Table 8.1. The deterioration in d!
and average EER reflect the relative increase in problem speakers. The decrease
in identification error is to be expected as the restricted database has less than
half the number of speakers of the full database, and identification error increases
with population size (Doddington, 1985).
When impostor cohort normalisation was used in the following experiments,
there was a slight variation from the method used in the previous chapters. Rather
than using a separate cohort for each speaker, a fixed cohort was used for all
speakers. This was only possible because of the small size of the database and
the fact that the same speakers kept turning up as the best impostors. The 6 most
common impostors were selected to form the cohort. Then the best 5 impostors
were selected for a speaker’s cohort unless that speaker was a member of the
cohort, in which case the sixth impostor was used, to make sure the speaker
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Figure 8.1: The d! and equal error rate (EER) for each speaker in the smaller database.

31 speakers
12 speakers

d!
3.9
3.1

IE(%)
4.7
3.3

FR(%)
5.0
8.9

FA(%)
6.0
10.1

EER(%)
5.9
10.0

Table 8.1: Comparison of the results for the 31 speakers used for previous experiments
and the restricted database of 12 speakers for the word seven (IE = identification error,
FR = false rejection and FA = false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

wasn’t part of their own cohort. This meant that the normalisation was closer
to the world-model approach as half the speakers had the same impostor cohort,
while the cohorts for the six speakers selected as the impostor cohort only differed
by one speaker.

8.4 LP residual-based recognition
The difference between the signal from the linear predictor and the actual signal
is known as the error signal or LP residual. On the basis of the LP model, the
residual represents the excitation signal. In most speech processing applications,
this residual is ignored. However, attempts have recently been made to use it in
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speaker recognition (Thevenaz and Hiigli, 1995).
Examples of the residual for unvoiced and voiced speech are shown in
Figures 8.2 and 8.3. (The tapering of the speech towards the beginning and
end of the frames is due to the Hamming window used in the autocorrelation LP
analysis.) There is no visible structure in the unvoiced residual, but the voiced
residual has peaks at the fundamental frequency. In an ideal world, these peaks
may be used to determine the speaker’s pitch, though in practice the peaks are
rarely as clearly defined as in the example given.
It was thought worthwhile to use the residual because it makes up the missing
component of LP analysis. Using both the LPCC and the residual would mean
using all the speech information and, in theory, getting a more exact model of
the speaker. The residual was only modelled for voiced speech, as information
about the excitation signal may be gained from that, whereas unvoiced speech is
inherently too noisy to extract speaker-dependent information.

8.4.1

E xperim ents

Only the residual of voiced frames, which were determined using an algorithm
based on Cheng and O’Shaughnessy (1989), were used in the experiments. The
residual was analysed in four ways. For each of the methods, a 32-element VQ
codebook was used to model the resulting feature vectors. The 12 speakers of the
restricted database were used for the tests.
First the FFT was taken of the residual of each voiced frame. This gives
a measure of the spectral energy of the residual, and the harmonics of the
fundamental frequency were clearly visible in the FFT (see the lower diagram
of Figure 8.4). The next method used the LPCC of the residual. This was
done as the residual spectrum was not completely flat, and there still appeared
to be some peaks and troughs in the spectrum which could be modelled using
linear prediction. The LP coefficients were then used to generate the cepstral
coefficients. An example of this is given in Figure 8.4, which shows a typical
voiced residual, its log spectrum and the smoothed spectrum generated by the
impulse response of the LP filter. The peaks and troughs, though not as deep as
those of a voiced speech, are still modelled by the LP analysis.
The third method used the real cepstrum of the residual, which is generated
by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the log-spectrum (Rabiner and
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Unvoiced speech

Figure 8.2: LP residual for an unvoiced frame.

Voiced speech

Figure 8.3: LP residual for a voiced frame.
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FFT
LPCC
RCEP
PDSS

d'
0.5
1.0
0.1
0.9
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IE(%)
53.3
30.0
91.7
43.9

Table 8.2: Results for the LP residual.

Schafer, 1978). This is similar to the method used by Thevenaz and Hugh (1995),
where the fundamental frequency appears as a peak in the real cepstrum. An
example of this is given in the upper diagram of Figure 8.5, where the peak at
0.014 in the quefrency domain represents a pitch of around 71 Hz.
Finally a measure called the power difference of spectra in sub-bands (PDSS)
was used. This is based on the paper by Hayakawa, Takeda and Itakura (1997).
Although it claims to use the harmonic structure of the residual, it appears to
rely on energy. The log-spectrum of the residual is split into evenly distributed
bands, and the PDSS for a given band is calculated by subtracting the ratio of
the geometric mean to the arithmetic mean from 1. An example is given in the
lower diagram of Figure 8.5.

8.4.2

R esults

The results for the 4 methods are presented in Table 8.2. The LPCC of the
residual gives the best combination of d' (1.0) and identification error (30.0%).
The PDSS d' of 0.9 is close to that of the LPCC, but the identification error of
43.9% is much higher.

8.4.3

D iscussion

None of the methods came close to the results obtained using an LPCC-based
recogniser. However, feature sets don’t have to be of equal singular ability in
order to be complementary to each other. Therefore, despite its poor results, the
LP residual may yet improve overall error rates when combined with the LPCC.
As the LPCC of the residual had the best d' and lowest identification error of the
results, it was decided to try combining it with the LPCC results.
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Figure 8.4: An example of an LP residual for a voiced frame, its log-spectrum and the
smoothed spectrum of the LP analysis.

Quefrency

Figure 8.5: The real cepstrum and PDSS representations for the same voiced residual.
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LPCC
Residue LPCC
Combined

d!
3.1
1.0
2.9

Unnormalised
IE
FR FA
3.3
8.9 10.1
30.3 33.3 35.5
2.2 12.2 13.2

Total
10.0
35.3
13.2
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FR
1.7
11.1
1.7

ICN
FA Total
3.8
3.7
13.6 13.4
3.2
3.1

Table 8.3: Results of combining the LPCC and residual together.

8.5

Combined LPCC and LP residual

To see if the LPCC of the residual contained complementary information for the
LPCC, the results of the two systems were combined by adding them together.

8.5.1

E xperim ent

As mentioned above, the experiment consisted of adding the scores from the
LPCC and LPCC residual recognisers together. The raw scores were used without
any weighting to emphasise one set of scores over the other. As the LPCC system
had an average score of 1.4 and the residual system one of 0.4, the unweighted
case was biased toward the LPCC results.

8.5.2

R esults

The results of combining the LPCC and the residual LPCC together are presented
in Table 8.3. The results are very similar to those for the LPCC on its own.
However, the combination does lead to a drop in the identification error rate
from 3.3% to 2.2% (in effect a drop from 6 to 4 misclassified utterances for this
12 speaker database). This benefit of lowering the identification error was clear
when ICN was used to normalise the results, leading to a better ICN average
equal error rate (3.1%) compared to the LPCC system (3.7%). This was also
the case for the delta cepstrum, where the average equal error rate was poorer
before normalisation, but was better after normalisation because of its better
identification error rate.
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D iscussion

There would appear to be some complementary information to be found in the
LP residual, as evidenced by the decrease in identification error rate.

This

improvement is in keeping with the findings of Thevenaz and Hugh (1995), where
combining the LPCC and the LP residual led to a reduction from 5.7% to 4.0%
for the overall verification error rate. However, the LPCC and the LP residual
represent only one way of focusing recognition on different areas of the speech
signal. Another approach, known as sub-band processing, has recently been used
in automatic speech recognition (Bourlard and Dupont, 1996a). This combines
the scores from recognisers dedicated to different frequency ranges rather than
the LP residual and the LPCC. This approach is investigated in the following
chapters, which describe sub-band processing and its implementation, and the
results of the sub-band processing experiments.

8.6

Summary

The results of combining the LPCC and the LP residual have shown that the LP
residual does offer complementary information to the LPCC. This idea of using
recognisers which focus on different areas of speech spectrum is dealt with in the
following chapters.
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Introduction

In the last chapter, we saw that the combination of results from two recognisers
(based on the LP cepstral coefficients and the LP residual) gave better results than
the LPCC recogiser on its own (the identification error rate dropped from 3.3%
to 2.2%). This approach of combining the outputs of two recognition systems,
which focus on complementary aspects of the speech signal, may also be applied
directly to the speech signal rather than using linear prediction and its residual.
A series of filters is used to split the whole frequency band into several sub
bands on which different recognisers are independently applied. The scores from
the recognisers are combined at certain speech unit levels (i.e. phoneme or word
boundaries) to create a global score and a global decision system. This is known
as sub-band processing (Bourlard and Dupont, 1996a; Bourlard, Hermansky and
Morgan, 1996b).

This chapter covers the novel implementation of sub-band

processing used in this work, and describes how it affects the spectrum of the
speech signal.
Although similar in concept, the grounds for using this approach come less
from the complementary nature of the LP and its residual, than from work
on speech perception by humans. Allen (1994) suggests that the decoding of
speech signals is based on decisions in narrow frequency bands that are processed
independently of each other.

The combination of the decisions from these

frequency bands is done at “certain levels” so that the global error rate is equal to
the product of the “band-limited” error rates within the independent frequency
channels. This means that if any of the frequency bands yields a zero (or low)
101
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error rate then the resulting global error rate would also be zero (or very low),
almost independently of the error rates of the remaining bands.
There are several engineering reasons why such sub-band processing might be
applied to speaker recognition:
• The effect of narrow band noise may be reduced. If noise only affects some
of the frequency bands, then the remaining clean sub-bands should supply
sufficient information to reach the correct decision (based on the idealised
combination of results given above, where, in theory, only one error free
sub-band is required for correct recognition).
• Some sub-bands may contain more speaker-specific information than other
sub-bands.

Weighting these sub-bands to emphasise their contribution

should lead to better recognition rates, as sub-bands containing little
speaker-specific information would have less influence. In fact, some sub
bands might be better for some speakers than others, so that speakerspecific sub-band weighting may be possible.
• Different recognition strategies might be applied to different sub-bands,
i.e. longer analysis frames for low frequency bands and shorter frame lengths
for high frequency bands, in order to track different speech events.
These points, coupled with the findings from combining the results of the
LPCC and LP residual recognisers in parallel, encouraged the investigation of
using multiple sub-bands for automatic speaker recognition. However, there are
several practical issues to be resolved before these advantages might be realised:
• The number, size and location of the frequency bands must be optimised
for speaker recognition. Sub-bands designed for speech recognition may not
be suitable for speaker recognition, and it may be that sub-bands could be
created on a speaker-specific basis for speaker recognition.
• For the above to work well, some knowledge of which bands contain the most
speaker-dependent information is required. The scores from these bands
may then be emphasised to increase the speaker-dependent information.•
• The point at which the scores are recombined must also be tested. Depend
ing on whether the tests are text-dependent or text-independent, and the
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type of recognition system used, it could be done at the end of a frame,
phoneme, syllable, word or sentence.
• It may be that different frequency bands should be treated differently and
be combined at a later stage than others.
The review of previous work in the next section covers how other researchers
have approached solving these problems and forms the background for our work.

9.2

Previous work

Besacier and Bonastre (1997) applied sub-band processing to text-independent
speaker identification. Tests were carried out on all 630 speakers of the TIMIT
database, using the SX sentences for training and the SA and SI sentences for
testing.
Their sub-band processing approach used filter-bank energies as the basic
feature set. Twenty-four channels were created using mel-scale triangular filterbank coefficients, calculated from the FFT power spectrum using a logarithmic
scale.

These channels were grouped incrementally in sets of 4 to create

20 sub-bands (Sub-band 1:channels 1-4, Sub-band 2:channels 2-5, etc.). The
recognition system used second-order statistical measures (Bimbot and Mathan,
1994) with a 1-nearest neighbour decision rule. The recombination strategy was
to compute the arithmetic mean of the separate sub-band distances, which was
performed after 3 seconds and 6 seconds of speech.
A block diagram of this approach is given in Figure 9.1. First, the wide-band
time-domain speech signal is analysed using the Fourier transform, then the sub
bands are created by grouping the channels together in sets of four. Sub-bands
are tested independently and then the score combined using an arithmetic mean.
Besacier and Bonastre found that certain sub-bands contained more speakerspecific information than others: in particular the low-frequency sub-bands below
600 Hz and the high-frequency sub-bands above 2 kHz. The sub-bands between
these points contained less speaker-specific information. This helps to explain
the poorer performance rates for telephone-quality speech, where these critical
sub-bands are absent.
Besacier and Bonastre also found that when the number of sub-bands was
varied, using more parameters to model the speaker led to better results. It was
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Figure 9.1: Block diagram of an FFT-based sub-band processing system using 20 sub
bands.
also found that the correlation between sub-bands was important when secondorder statistical measures are used, and it was suggested that this might influence
future recombination strategies.
However, our approach to sub-band processing, applied for the first time
to speaker recognition, owes more to Bourlard and Dupont (1996a) than to
Besacier and Bonastre. Bourlard and Dupont investigated sub-band processing
for automatic speech recognition using a HMM system. Several parameters of the
sub-band processing system were investigated, including the number and location
of the sub-bands, the feature set used and the weighting scheme for recombination.
For the speech recognition tests, Bourlard and Dupont found that 4 to 5 sub
bands performed well, but that further investigation was warranted before any
firm conclusions could be drawn. With regard to the feature set, it was found
that modelling the filter bank outputs in terms of LP cepstral coefficients (with
cepstral mean subtraction) was more successful than using critical band energies
(0.5% error rate vs. 2.0% using 4 sub-bands).
Combination strategies included using the arithmetic mean of the scores,
weighting the relative amount of recognition information in each sub-band,
weighting on the basis of the signal-to-noise ratio in each sub-band and using
the sub-bands scores as the input layer for an MLP network trained to recognise
the words being tested. Of these the MLP gave the best results, though the other
weightings performed well compared to the wide-band system.
Although sub-band processing gave better results than wide-band processing
when narrow-band noise was present, it gave poorer recognition rates than a wide
band system using J-RASTA noise cancellation (Hermansky and Morgan, 1994)
when wide-band noise is present. However, using J-RASTA first, followed by
sub-band processing led to lower error rates than for the wide-band system (9.1%
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Sub-band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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Filter-bank
Centre
Critical
Frequency (Hz) Bandwidth (Hz)
83
101
176
102
280
106
396
111
526
119
671
130
833
144
1015
164
1218
188
1446
218
1700
254
1985
298
2303
351
2659
415
3057
490
3502
580

Table 9.1: Centre frequencies and bandwidths for the 16 sub-bands.

vs. 12.1%).

9.3 Implementation of sub-band processing
The system implemented for these experiments had 16 sub-bands positioned
according to the mel-scale, which is a non-linear scale based on the human
auditory system (Zwicker and Terhardt, 1980). Such a scale was used by Besacier
and Bonastre (1997), but not by Bourlard and Dupont (1996a) who used fewer
sub-bands. The choice of 16 sub-bands may not be optimal, but is in keeping with
the auditory basis of sub-band processing. The centre frequencies and bandwidths
of the 16 sub-band filters are given in Table 9.1.
The filters implemented were second-order infinite impulse response (HR)
filters.

They were designed using the bilinear transform method described

in Owens (1993).

The advantage of HR filters is their ease of design and

implementation. The disadvantage of HR filters, though, is that they have a
non-linear phase response. It was thought, however, that this would not have a
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Figure 9.2: Filter characteristics of the filter bank.
significant effect on the results of the final recognition system.
The filter characteristics are depicted in Figure 9.2. As the filters are only
second-order, there is considerable overlap between pass-bands. However, the
higher the order of the filter, the more poles of the LP analysis that are required
to model the filter and not the speech.
The time-domain waveforms created by the filtering were parametrised using
linear prediction cepstral coefficients.

The standard analysis frame for the

experiments (c.f. section 2.5) of 20 ms with a Hamming window and overlapping
by 50%, was retained.

The LPCC parameters were modelled using vector

quantisation codebooks of size 32 (c.f. section 6.2.1). This meant that there
were 16 separate recognition systems working in parallel on different frequency
ranges.
A block diagram of the system is given in Figure 9.3. Here the first step is
is to split the time-domain waveform into 16 band-limited waveforms using the
filter-bank. These waveforms are then modelled using LP cepstra and presented
to the independent sub-band recognisers. The scores from these recognisers are
then combined to give the global score.
The small database of 12 speakers saying the word seven (c.f. section 8.3)
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Figure 9.3: Block diagram of the LPCC-based sub-band processing system.
was used for these experiments. In keeping with previous experiments, the first
10 utterances were used for training and the last 15 for testing.
As the database contains quite a few hand-picked problem speakers, any
improvement in results is likely to be more pronounced than if the larger set
of 31 speakers had been used. There are a lot of good speakers in the larger
set who already have zero error rates, and hence, would not benefit from any
improvements, making the average improvement smaller than for the problematic
speaker set.
The system implemented for the following experiments is quite different from
that used by Besacier and Bonastre (1997). Their system used 24 mel-scale
triangular-filter bank coefficients to represent each frame of speech. The sub
bands were generated by taking the filter coefficients in groups of 4, giving
a total of 20 sub-bands.

Our system filtered the speech into separate band-

limited waveforms and then analysed each sub-band separately to generate LPCC.
Their system used the second-order statistical measures favoured by Bimbot and
Mathan (1994). Our system used VQ codebooks to model each sub-band. Finally,
they found most of the speaker-dependent information to be above 4 kHz, whereas
the database used for these experiments is band-limited to 4 kHz. With regard
to the experiments conducted, their tests were text-independent and ours were
text-dependent.

9.4

Effect of sub-band processing

This section shows how sub-band processing affects the position of the LP poles
and therefore the cepstral representation of the speech for each sub-band.
Figure 9.4 shows a typical frame of voiced speech from the word seven (used
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in the reduced database). (A similar set of figures to the following may be found
for a representative frame of unvoiced speech in Appendix C.) The upper figure
shows the 20 ms frame of speech and the lower diagram the FFT (in decibels)
of the frame as well as the smoothed log-spectrum, generated from the impulse
response of a filter created using the LP coefficients. The smoothed log-spectrum
shows four peaks at approximately 600 Hz, 1600 Hz, 2500 Hz and 3500 Hz.
Figure 9.5 shows the LP coefficients generated by each sub-band for the same
frame of speech. The x-axis represents the 12 LP coefficients, the y-axis the sub
band (where 1 is the lowest frequency sub-band and 16 the highest-frequency sub
band) and the vertical 2 -axis the coefficient value. It is clear that the coefficients
change as the sub-bands vary in range, though it is hard to determine from using
the LP coefficients alone what is happening in terms of the spectra.
Figure 9.6 shows the smoothed log-spectra generated by the impulse responses
of filters created using the LP coefficients. In this case the :c-axis represents the
frequency in hertz, the y-axis the sub-band and the 2 -axis the spectral magnitude
in decibels. Now the results of the variation in LP coefficients are readily visible.
The poles of the filter (represented by the peaks in the smoothed spectrum) vary
from sub-band to sub-band.
Each sub-band emphasises a different frequency range, thus allowing the poles
of the LP filter to focus on particular areas of the spectrum. Starting at the
low-frequency end of the spectrum, we can see how the first sub-band has two
prominent poles (indicated by the peaks in the spectrum) located below 800 Hz.
As the centre frequency of the sub-bands is increased, these two poles are brought
closer together, until finally they are modelled as a single pole. As the centre
frequency increases further, the influence of this low-frequency pole is reduced.
A similar effect is seen in the other frequency ranges as the sub-bands
emphasise or de-emphasise the peaks in the spectra. In particular, sub-bands 914 (centre frequencies 1218-2659 Hz) locate many poles in the middle-frequency
range which were absent from the low-frequency sub-bands and also from the
smoothed spectrum of the wide-band analysis in Figure 9.4.
It is clear from the figure that emphasising different frequency ranges using
sub-banding causes significant pole migration across the bands. The effect of this
on the cepstrum is demonstrated in Figure 9.7, where the LP cepstral coefficients
for each sub-band are shown. This variation in the make-up of each sub-band’s
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Figure 9.4: Representative frame of voiced speech, its FFT and the smoothed spectrum
of the LP analysis.

Figure 9.5: LP coefficients for the voiced frame of speech.
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cepstral coefficients is vital to sub-band processing, because it is the cepstral
coefficients that are used as the feature set for the recognition systems. If the
spectral variation visible in Figure 9.6 failed to make its presence felt in the
content of the cepstral coefficients then there would be little or no difference
between the sub-bands, and hence, no gains to be made form using sub-band
processing.
Figures 9.8 to 9.11 show the the variation in the smoothed spectra and the
cepstral coefficients across the sub-bands for the next two frames. They confirm
that the findings for the frame just analysed are not unique to that frame and
apply to voiced frames in general. Furthermore, the variation between frames is
also visible, as the smoothed spectra and cepstral coefficients in each sub-band
are different for each frame.
Each sub-band focuses the attention of the LP analysis on a different frequency
range. So using sub-bands to model a speaker means that they are modelled in
more detail than using a wide-band approach, where the LP analysis must cover
the whole frequency range at once and cannot focus on individual sub-bands.
This improvement in modelling the speaker should lead to a reduction in the
identification error rate, as the speaker model should now be more accurate than
before. This localised modelling cannot be achieved by simply increasing the
order of the linear predictor of the wide-band system. Reynolds (1994) found
that increasing the spectral resolution in this way degrades system performance
by modelling spurious events or introducing too many parameters to be trained.

9.5

Summary

This chapter has described the sub-band processing implementation used for
this work and how it differs from previous work. It has also shown how sub
band processing focuses on different frequency ranges to produce a more detailed
speaker model. The next chapter cover the experimental work carried out using
this approach.
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Introduction

Having covered the implementation and effect of sub-band processing in the
previous chapter, this chapter looks at the experimental work and how it compares
to the more common wide-band approach.

The experiments also examine

the effect of varying the weighting used to combine the sub-band scores when
calculating the overall score.

10.2

Experim ents

As the location of each sub-band was fixed by the mel-scale, the experiments
concentrated on the combination of the sub-band scores to get the final score.
The most straightforward method is just to add the results of the sub-bands
together without any weighting. This was the only combination strategy used by
Besacier and Bonastre (1997) and one of several tested by Bourlard and Dupont
(1996a).
The second approach to recombining the scores was to use some measure of
each sub-band’s speaker-dependent information content to weight the sub-band.
This is similar to Bourlard and Dupont’s weighting of the sub-bands on the basis
of their speech recognition accuracy. Three measurements of speaker recognition
performance were investigated as a means of weighting the sub-bands: the d',
the identification error and the average equal error rate. The larger the d' for a
sub-band the greater its weighting. The lower the identification error or equal
error rate, the greater the weighting. Each set of weights was normalised so that
114
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they summed to 1.
In each case the parameter used for the weighting could be determined in
3 ways, one of them a priori, the other two a posteriori. In the a priori case only
the results based on the training data may be used. This works for d! and the
average EER, but the training data identification error rate is zero, so it could
not be used. The two a posteriori methods involve the test data alone and the
test data combined with the training data respectively.
Finally, a genetic algorithm was used to weight the sub-bands.

The GA

would try to find whether particular sub-bands contained more speaker-dependent
information than others. The weighting would emphasise these sub-bands at the
expense of sub-bands with less speaker-specific information, d! was used as the
means of evaluating the benefit of the weightings. The GA tests were also done
using training, test and combined results.

Because of the random nature of

genetic algorithms (c.f. section 3.6), the GA was run 15 times with a population
of 40 genotypes for 100 generations for each set of results.

10.3

R esults

First of all, the average score and the average standard deviation of the scores for
each sub-band are given in Figure 10.1. As there is little difference between the
scores or their standard deviations, adding the scores together without weighting
is not going to favour any band or group of bands over any other. The results
for the case of just adding the results together are shown in Table 10.1. When
compared with the results of the wide-band analysis (part of Table 10.1), it is
clear that there are significant advantages to using sub-band processing. This is
particularly true in terms of the identification error, which falls from 3.3% to 0.6%
(in effect a decrease from 6 misclassified utterances to 1 misclassified utterance).
As the identification error is also important to the score normalisation, the ICN
average equal error rate results reflect this with a significant drop from 3.7% for
the wide-band case to 1.4% for the sub-band case.
Figure 10.2 shows the average d\ identification error and average equal error
rate for the 16 sub-bands using the three possible evaluation methods: training
set only, test set only and combination of training and test sets. These measures
of speaker recognition accuracy were then used to generate weights (normalised
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Figure 10.1: Mean scores and the standard deviations of the scores for each sub-band.

Wide-band
Sub-band

d!
3.1
3.2

Unnormalised
IE FR FA EER
3.3 3.4 10.1 10.0
5.2
0.6 4.0 5.3

FR
1.7
0.0

ICN
FA EER
3.8 3.7
1.5 1.4

Table 10.1: Comparison of the wide-band and sub-band processing results (IE =
identification error, FR = average false rejection rate, FA = average false acceptance,
EER = average equal error rate).

to sum to 1), which are presented in Figure 10.3. The weights based on d! vary
very little, while those based on the identification and verification error rates
show some variation across the sub-bands.
The results of applying the d\ identification error and average equal error rate
weightings to the sub-bands are presented in Tables 10.2 to 10.4. The effect of
the weightings may best be summarised by saying that they lead to no significant
improvement over the unweighted results. This may not be completely surprising
as the weights didn’t differ very much from each other. However, this would
also seem to indicate that there is a certain amount of robustness in the system.
Small variations in channel scores don’t seem to affect the overall score. The final
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Figure 10.2: The average d! , identification error and equal error rate for each sub-band
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Figure 10.3: The weights (normalised to sum to 1) based on the average d', identification
error and equal error rate for each sub-band using test only
training only (‘— ’)
and both together (‘- • - ’).
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Test
Training
Combined

d!
3.2
3.2
3.2

Unnormalised
IE FR FA EER
0.6 4.0 5.3 5.2
0.6 4.0 5.4 5.3
0.6 4.0 5.3 5.2

FR
0.0
0.0
0.0

ICN
FA
1.5
1.5
1.5
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EER
1.4
1.4
1.4

Table 10.2: Results for the df weighting (IE = identification error, FR = average false
rejection rate, FA = average false acceptance, EER = average equal error rate).

Training
Combined

d'
3.2
3.2

Unnormalised
IE FR FA EER
0.6 4.0 5.4 5.3
0.6 4.0 5.4 5.3

FR
0.0
0.0

ICN
FA EER
1.5 1.4
1.5 1.4

Table 10.3: Results for the identification error weighting (IE = identification error, FR
= average false rejection rate, FA = average false acceptance, EER = average equal
error rate).

ICN average equal error rates for all the weights are virtually identical, despite
variations in the original weights.
Even the application of the genetic algorithm to generate the weights, the
results for which are presented in Table 10.5, made little difference. The average
EER of around 1.4% is the same as that achieved by the other weightings.
The average weights generated by the genetic algorithm are shown in Fig
ure 10.4. These averages were calculated from the 15 sets of weights generated
using the test data, training data and both combined. The three approaches
give very similar results. The first two sub-bands are quite favoured, but the

Test
Training
Combined

d'
3.2
3.2
3.3

Unnormalised
IE FR FA EER
0.6 4.0 5.2 5.1
0.6 4.0 5.3 5.2
0.6 4.0 5.2 5.1

FR
0.0
0.0
0.0

ICN
FA
1.5
1.5
1.5

EER
1.4
1.4
1.4

Table 10.4: Results for the average equal error rate weighting (IE = identification error,
FR = average false rejection rate, FA = average false acceptance, EER = average equal
error rate).
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Test
Training
Combined

d'
3.3
3.3
3.3

Unnormalised
IE FR FA EER
0.6 4.0 4.9 4.8
0.6 4.3 5.3 5.3
0.6 4.0 5.0 4.9

FR
0.0
0.0
0.0

ICN
FA
1.6
1.5
1.6
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EER
1.5
1.4
1.4

Table 10.5: Results for the genetic algorithm weighting (IE = identification error, FR
= average false rejection rate, FA = average false acceptance, EER = average equal
error rate).
Test data only

Figure 10.4: Average weights generated by the genetic algorithm.
sub-bands from 3 to 9 (centre frequencies 280Hz to 1218Hz) are rarely chosen.
Although these sub-bands have been largely cut from the combination of the
scores, the net advantage seems to be minimal, as the genetic algorithm results
were no better than the unweighted case.

10.4

D iscussion

The most dramatic effect of sub-band processing was to reduce the identification
error rate compared to that of the wide-band system.

Examples of this are

given in Figures 10.5 and 10.6. The figures show the identification scores for two
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utterances using both wide-band and sub-band processing. In both cases, the
utterances were presented to all 12 speaker models. As it was an identification
test, the model with the lowest score determined the speaker. In the wide-band
case, the utterance from Speaker 1 is attributed to Speaker 6, and in the second
example the utterance from Speaker 10 is attributed to Speaker 8. However,
using an arithmetic mean combination strategy, the sub-band processing system
correctly attributes the utterances to the correct speakers. In both cases the
utterance still scores best against the same impostor model, but the score against
the genuine speaker model is much lower. This would appear to indicate that
sub-banding produces a better genuine speaker model.
The fact that the various weights, based on the speaker recognition capability
of each sub-band, made no improvement on the arithmetic mean is in keeping with
Bourlard and Dupont’s findings. They got the same error rates when they used
the arithmetic mean and a weighting based on the speech recognition accuracy
of each sub-band.

Better results were only obtained through the non-linear

MLP approach. However, they also found that in narrow-band noise conditions,
weightings based on speech recognition accuracy and the signal-to-noise ratio of
the sub-band gave better error rates than the arithmetic mean.
The genetic algorithm weights, though failing to improve on the arithmetic
mean combination, showed how similar results could be obtained even when
several sub-bands were removed from the combination completely. This fact,
and the way the speaker recognition weights failed to improve on the arithmetic
mean, would seem to indicate that there is some inherent robustness to noise (in
this case in the form of sub-band weighting) in the system.
Although the results here have proved to be a significant improvement on
wide-band processing, the configuration used may not be optimal. The 16 sub
bands were chosen as they fitted with an established mel-scale filter-bank. It
would be better if fewer sub-bands could be used to produce comparable results.
Another aspect that could be looked at is the feature set. In these experiments,
each utterance was divided into 16 new band-limited utterances and then
analysed. In the approach taken by Besacier and Bonastre (1997), filter-bank
coefficients were grouped together and the actual recognition done using secondorder statistical measures.
Overall, the results of the sub-band processing look very promising. The
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Figure 10.5: An example of how sub-band processing improves Speaker l ’s self-test
score compared to the wide-band system (‘*’ = wide-band scores, ‘o’ = average sub
band score).

Figure 10.6: Another example of how sub-band processing improves Speaker 10’s self
test score compared to the wide-band system (‘*’ = wide-band scores, ‘o’ = average
sub-band score).
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improved speaker models have resulted in lower identification and verification
error rates than those of the wide-band approach. Further improvements should
be possible through refinement of the sub-bands’ width and location, and the
recombination strategy.

10.5

Sum m ary

This chapter has presented the results of applying a previously untried sub-band
processing system to automatic speaker recognition. It has significantly improved
on the wide-band approach both in terms of identification and verification error
rates. Furthermore, no weighting was required to optimise the combination of
sub-band scores. It has offered a credible alternative to the wide-band approach
and merits more attention.

C

h a p t e r
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1 1 .1

11

R e v ie w

o f t h e e x p e r im e n t a l r e s u lt s

This section reviews the results of the experimental work carried out, while the
following section discusses their implications for the field of automatic speaker
recognition.
The experiments of Chapter 4 investigated the application of classifying neural
networks to automatic speaker recognition and, in particular, the importance of
the training set in determining the success of the system. The results indicated
that classifying artificial neural networks, as implemented for these experiments,
may have problems with a large speaker database. Their success was highly
dependent on the specific data used to train the network. If some impostors were
left out of the training set then the results deteriorated accordingly. As it would
be impossible to include information in the training set for every impostor in
a real-world database, this may prove to be a drawback. Attempts using VQ
speaker models failed to determine a p r io r i which speakers would be most likely
to impersonate each other. If this had been successful, it may have been possible
to reduce the impostors in the training set to those most likely to impersonate
the genuine speaker.
Before moving to predictive neural networks, which don’t use discriminative
training, Chapter 5 considers score normalisation for distance models and a new
means of ranking a speaker’s impostors is presented. Rather than testing all
the impostor training utterances against the genuine speaker model, only the
impostor’s VQ model was used. The impostor rankings generated using this
approach were then used to create impostor cohorts for a score normalisation
123
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method (ICN). Initial results indicated that the normalisation improved the
separation between the genuine speaker and impostor score distributions.
The results of more comprehensive tests, presented in Chapter 6, confirmed
that both the model vs. m odel impostor ranking and the cohort normalisation
improved the verification error rate for both text-dependent and text-independent
conditions.
Impostor cohort normalisation was then applied to PNN, and the details of the
text-dependent and text-independent tests are given in Chapter 7. Despite using
score normalisation and various frame-rejection strategies, the basic predictive
neural network results could not match the results of the VQ system. However,
work by other researchers, using predictive neural networks, indicated that the
use of a multi-state ergodic model using Viterbi training would bring the results
into line with those of the VQ system.
As different systems were producing results of a similar magnitude, Chapter 8
sought to decrease error rates through using the LP residual to complement
the LPCC. Combination of the results from LPCC-based and LP residual-based
recognisers led to a decrease in the identification error rate. The idea of using
recognisers which focus on different areas of the speech signal was expanded on
in Chapter 9. In an approach known as sub-band processing, the speech signal
was divided up into 16 band-limited channels, with a separate recognition system
for each channel. This approach to speaker recognition had not previously been
tried and it proved to be very successful. Combining the results of the 16 sub
bands together produced a significant increase in performance over the wide-band
processing normally implemented in conventional speaker recognition systems.
No special weighting seemed to be required to optimise the combination strategy,
with even genetic algorithms failing to improve on the unweighted case.

1 1 .2

D is c u s s io n

The results described above have several implications for the field of automatic
speaker recognition:•
• Results from the classifying neural network experiments indicted that care
must be taken with the make-up of the training data for discriminative
training. In particular, it is important to include sufficient inter-speaker
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variation, otherwise this may lead to an increase in the false acceptance
error rates.
• The use of m odel vs. model scores proved to be an efficient way of ranking
impostors. It is faster than the traditional method of testing the genuine
speaker model with all the impostor training utterances, and provided a
convenient way of selecting the closest impostors for cohort normalisation.
It is possible that the rankings may also be applicable to other systems such
as HMM and GMM, though this would require further testing.
• Impostor cohort normalisation (ICN), with cohorts determined from the
m odel vs. model

rankings, proved to be a successful way of normalising the

scores as well as decreasing the verification error rate.
• Despite the fact that VQ is one of the oldest methods, when combined with a
good normalisation method it gives a very good speaker recognition system.
One of the main drawbacks appeared to be the use of cepstral vectors rather
than the VQ method itself. That is not to say that there aren’t gains to be
made from using hidden Markov models or Gaussian mixture models. The
benefits to be had from using more sophisticated systems may be limited,
however, if all these systems use the LP cepstrum or mel-scaled cepstrum
as their feature set. Furui (1997) raised this dependence on the cepstrum
in his review of automatic speaker recognition, and it must be questioned
whether this might be creating a performance ceiling for automatic speaker
recognition.
• The novel implementation of sub-band processing for automatic speaker
recognition led to significant decreases in identification and verification
error rates. Each of the sub-bands emphasised a different frequency range,
compared to wide-band processing which operates on the whole band-width
at once.

The emphasis on different frequency ranges created different

cepstra across the bands and therefore created a more detailed model of
the speaker than the wide-band approach.•
• Sub-band processing should also be applicable to systems other than
VQ. Although VQ is one of the easiest systems to implement, and the
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optimisation of a sub-band processing system might be done using it, HMM
and GMM should also benefit from this approach.
• Finally, one of the biggest problems encountered throughout the experi
ments was intra-speaker variation. This was highlighted in the temporal
variation experiments, where inclusion of utterances from all recording ses
sions greatly reduced the error rates. Unless some means of predicting
how a speaker’s voice may vary temporally is determined, the problem of
insufficient information for a complete speaker model will remain.

1 1 .3

F u tu re w o rk

The following points indicate suitable areas of research to continue the direction
of the work done to date:
• Although frame score normalisation helped to reduce the predictive neural
network error rates, it was never used in conjunction with the VQ system.
So, using frame score normalisation together with sub-band processing may
further improve overall performance.
• Although various means of weighting the sub-bands were investigated, the
structure of the system itself was not looked into. The number of channels
chosen was not necessarily optimal, and fewer channels may do equally well.
It may be possible to select the centre frequencies and bandwidths of the
channels using genetic algorithms. This could even be done on a speakerspecific basis, if it turned out that some channels are better than others for
certain speakers.
• Another issue to be addressed with sub-band processing for speaker recog
nition is the point at which the scores should be combined. In this work
the scores were combined at the end of the utterance, though this might
have been done on a frame, state (for HMM), phoneme or syllable basis.•
• A comparison with the approach used by Besacier and Bonastre (1997)
should also be undertaken.

Their approach was quite different from

that implemented for this work, using 24 mel-scale triangular-filter bank
coefficients as a feature set and second-order statistical measures for
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recognition. An evaluation of the two implementations in terms of efficiency
and recognition rates may then be made.
• In keeping with the last point, if the sub-band processing implemented for
this work compares well to the Besacier and Bonastre approach, then it
should also be tested for HMM and GMM systems.
• The sub-band experiments carried out for this work used a small database of
problematic speakers. To confirm the benefits of sub-band processing, more
exact testing of both the text-dependent and text-independent databases
should be done.

Furthermore, tests should be carried out with added

noise, to determine if sub-banding creates a more robust speaker recognition
system than wide-band processing.
• A much harder task would be to search for a more speaker-specific feature
set. Speech synthesis is one area which may be able to help with this.
Work is ongoing into how to vary the synthesised voice so that it sounds
like a specific speaker. To do this requires determining important speakerspecific characteristics which might be applicable to speaker recognition.
One important aspect seems to be the glottal wave, which is ignored in
most speaker recognition systems. Furui (1997) has alluded to the fact that
new features, both macro-transitional and prosodic, may be necessary to
enhance current recognition rates.
• Finally, it would be useful to be able to predict how a speaker’s voice might
vary over time. Although it is known how spectral averages and variances
change with time, this knowledge is hard to incorporate in the speaker
model. Ideally, new time-domain waveforms should be generated from the
training data, which represent how the speaker might sound during testing.
If this were possible, then models based on a single session could be modified
to take account of how the speaker’s voice might change in future tests.

1 1 .4

C o n c lu s io n

T h is final chapter has sum m arised th e research findings and their im p lication for
th e field o f au tom atic speaker recognition, as well as in d icatin g su itab le areas for
future research.
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The thesis has put forward a new means of ranking impostors, which, when
used for a cohort-based score normalisation, reduced verification error rates for
both text-dependent and text-independent cases.

Furthermore, a previously

untried sub-band processing approach yielded marked improvements on the wide
band processing results for both speaker identification and verification tests.
It improved the speaker model by emphasising different frequency sub-bands
and dedicating a separate recogniser to each one. This provided more speakerdependent information than the wide-band approach, which creates a single model
of the speaker to cover the complete frequency range. The benefits of sub-band
processing have yet to be explored to the full and their realisation should lead to
further improvements in speaker recognition rates.
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If the linear prediction filter is stable (which is guaranteed for the autocorrelation
analysis used in this work), the logarithm of the inverse filter may be expressed
as a power series in z ~ l as follows:
C l p (z )

YI&q Cl p W z-*
log H ( z )
log

NlpGlp
2^j=o

■_■■■

aL P (j)z

3

where N c is the number of cepstral coefficients, N l p is the number of LP
coefficients,

clp

are the cepstral coefficients,

cllp

are the LP filter coefficients

and G l p is the gain of the LP filter H ( z ) .
We can solve for the cepstral coefficients by differentiating both sides of the
expression with respect to z ~ l and equating the coefficients of the resulting
polynomials. This results in the recursion used by Atal (1974) to generate the
cepstral coefficients from the linear prediction coefficients is as follows:
clp (1)

— —O'Lpi 1)
for 2 < i < N c {
clp

Normally

— —o-l p — £5=1 (1

c l p ( 0)

—\)o-L p{j)cL p{i ~ j ) }

is defined as the log of the power of the LP error and is

treated as a separate parameter (Picone, 1993). The frequency scale used to
generate cepstral coefficients in this manner is linear, in contrast to the non
linear frequency scale of the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients.
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The following sets of speakers were used for the experiments described in this
thesis.

B T M illar —31 speaker set
The 31 male speakers from a single age-group: 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 20, 21,
22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 45, 46, 47, 49, 54 and 56.

B T M illar - 12 speaker set
The reduced set of 12 speakers: 1, 3, 4, 11, 14, 21, 25, 30, 33, 45, 46 and 56.

T IM IT 38 speaker set
The 38 male and female speakers from the same region: mcpmO, mdacO, mdpkO,
medrO, mgrlO, mjebl, mjwtO, mklsO, mklwO, mmggO, mmrpO, mpghO, mpgrO,
mpswO, mraiO, mrcgO, mrddO, mrsoO, mrwsO, mtjsO, mtpfO, mtrrO, mwadO,
mwarO, fcjfO, fdawO, fdmlO, fecdO, fetbO, fjspO, fkfbO, fmemO, fsahO, fsjkl, fsmaO,
ftbrO, fvfbO and fvmhO.
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The following figures illustrate the effects of sub-bands processing on a representa
tive frame of unvoiced speech (an explanation of the figures is given in section 9.4).
Again we see that the different sub-bands emphasise different frequency ranges,
causing the location of the LP poles to change from band to band. In fact, as
the unvoiced spectrum is markedly flatter than the voiced spectrum, it is easier
to see in Figure C.3 how the sub-bands focus on certain frequency ranges, as the
peaks of the spectra move quite clearly from low to high frequencies across the
sub-bands.
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Figure C.l: Representative frame of unvoiced speech.

Figure C.2: LP coefficients for the unvoiced frame of speech.
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Figure C.3: Smoothed spectra for the unvoiced frame of speech.

Figure C.4: LP cepstral coefficients for the unvoiced frame of speech.
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A N N Artifical Neural Networks.
ATM Automatic Teller Machine.
B P Back-Propagation.
EER Equal Error Rate.
FA False Acceptances.
FFT Fast Fourier Transform.
FR False Rejections.
FSN Frame Score Normalisation.
GMM Gaussian Mixture Models.
HM M Hidden Markov Models.
IC N Impostor Cohort Normalisation.
IE Identification Error
LP Linear Prediction.
LPCC Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients.
MFCC Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients.
MLP Multi-Layer Perceptron.
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P N N Predictive Neural Networks.
R B F Radial Basis Function.
TD Text-Dependent.
TI Text-Independent.
T V Temporal Variation.
SLIMS Subtracting the Lowest Impostor Model Score.
SMIC Subtracting the Mean of the Impostor Cohort.
VQ Vector Quantisation.
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